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Introduction

Let V be a smooth projective geometrically integral variety over a field k. Let
CH0.V / be the Chow group of zero-cycles on V modulo rational equivalence, and
let A0.V /� CH0.V / be the subgroup consisting of cycles of degree 0. Then we
have a homomorphism

�V W A0.V / �! AlbV .k/

induced by the Albanese map V !AlbV , where AlbV denotes the Albanese variety
of V and AlbV .k/ denotes the group of k-rational points on AlbV . By Abel’s the-
orem �V is injective if dim.V /D 1. It is Mumford [Mum68] who first discovered
that the situation is rather chaotic in the case of higher dimension. If dim.V /� 2
and k D C, the kernel Ker.�V / of �V may be too large to be understood by a
standard geometric structure. On the other hand, the situation in the case that k
is a field of arithmetic nature presents a striking contrast to the case k D C. If k
is finite, Ker.�V / has been explicitly determined by geometric class field theory
[KS83, Prop. 9]. One of the most fascinating and challenging conjectures in arith-
metic geometry is a conjecture of Bloch and Beilinson that Ker.�V / is torsion in
case k is a number field. Combined with the conjecture that CH0.V / is finitely
generated for V over a number field, it would imply that Ker.�V / is finite. Very
little is known about the conjecture and we have nothing to say about it in this paper.
Instead we consider its analogue over p-adic fields, more precisely, the following
conjecture:

CONJECTURE 0.1. Let V be a smooth projective geometrically integral vari-
ety over a p-adic field k. Then Ker.�V / is the direct sum of a finite group and a
divisible group.

A result of Mattuck [Mat55] implies, by aid of [JS03, Lemma 7.8], that
AlbV .k/ is isomorphic to the direct sum of a finite group and a p0-divisible group.
Here a p0-divisible group means an abelian group which is divisible by any integer
prime to p. So the above conjecture implies

CONJECTURE 0.2. Let V be as in Conjecture 0.1. Then A0.V / is the direct
sum of a finite group and a p0-divisible group.

In essentially equivalent forms, Conjectures 0.1 and 0.2 were made by Colliot-
Thélène in 1993 ([CT95]) and also in the more recent notes [CTb], [CTc]. He chose
to state most of them as “questions” or “guesses”. Some finiteness results in this
direction have been known for surfaces ([SS95, Th. 2.5]; see also [CT95, Th. 2.1]
and some special varieties of higher dimension ([RS00], [PS95], [KS03], [CT05,
Théorème and �5]). What has been known for surfaces is that for any prime `¤ p
the group A0.X/ is the direct sum of a finite `-primary group G` and an `-divisible
group. But it had not been known in general that G` D 0 for almost all primes `.
That this is indeed the case is now a consequence of Corollary 0.4 below.
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In this paper we will prove the following affirmative result concerning Con-
jecture 0.2, where Ok denotes the ring of integers in k:

THEOREM 0.3 (Theorem 9.7). Let V be a smooth projective geometrically
integral variety over a p-adic field k. Let F be the residue field of Ok . Assume that
V has a regular projective flat model X over Ok on which the reduced subscheme
of the divisor X ˝Ok F has simple normal crossings. Then Conjecture 0.2 holds
true.

This result has not been known even in the case that X ˝Ok F is smooth. See
Definition 1.15 below for the definition of divisors with simple normal crossings.
Jean-Louis Colliot-Thélène notices that a combination of our theorem and one of
de Jong’s results on alterations (see [dJ96, Th. 8.2]) implies the following result,
which had been stated as a conjecture in [CT95].

COROLLARY 0.4. Let V be a smooth projective geometrically integral variety
over a p-adic field k. Then A0.V / is `-divisible for almost all primes `.

Indeed the cited theorem implies that there exists a finite field extension L
of k, a smooth projective variety W over L equipped with a proper generically
finite morphism � WW ! V such that W has strict semistable reduction over L.
In particular, it satisfies the assumption of Theorem 0.3 over OL. Hence Corollary

0.4 follows from Theorem 0.3 for W and the fact that the composite A0.V /
��

�!

A0.W /
��
�! A0.V / is multiplication by a positive integer (cf. [Ful98, Ex. 1.7.4]).

COROLLARY 0.5. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 0.3. Assume further
that V is rationally connected in the sense of Kollár, Miyaoka and Mori. Then
A0.V / is the direct sum of a finite group and a p-primary torsion group of finite
exponent.

It is indeed known that for a smooth projective rationally connected variety V
over a field, the group A0.V / is killed by some positive integer ([CT05, Prop. 11]).
The corollary thus follows from Theorem 0.3. In the particular case that V is a
smooth compactification of a connected linear algebraic group, Colliot-Thélène
[CT05] established the conclusion of Corollary 0.5 without even assuming the
existence of a regular proper model.

For a smooth integral variety V over a field k, a standard method to study
CH0.V / is to use the étale cycle map ([SGA1

2
, Cycle])

�V W CH0.V /=n �!H 2d
Ket .V;Z=nZ.d//;

where d denotes dim.V /, n is an integer prime to ch.k/ and Z=nZ.r/D�˝rn is the
Tate twist of the étale sheaf �n of n-th roots of unity. The étale cohomology groups
H�
Ket .V;Z=nZ.r// are finite if k is a p-adic field. So by the compatibility between

�V and �V stated in [Ras95, Appendix], one can easily show that Conjecture 0.2
follows if �V is injective for any n� 1 prime to p. We do not use this statement
in what follows, because the last naive expectation concerning the injectivity of
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�V was shattered by an example found by Parimala-Suresh [PS95]. In this paper
we shed new light on the problem by considering the cycle map for schemes over
integer rings.

Let R be an excellent henselian discrete valuation ring with residue field F
and fraction field k. In what follows, we do not assume that k has characteristic
zero. Put B WD Spec.R/ with the closed point s WD Spec.F / and the generic point
� WD Spec.k/. For a scheme X over B , put Xs WDX �B s and X� WDX �B �, and
let Xs;red be the reduced subscheme of Xs . Let QSP be the category of regular
projective flat schemes X over B on which the reduced divisor Xs;red has simple
normal crossings. Let X be an object of QSP , and let CH1.X/ be the Chow group
of one-dimensional cycles on X (cf. Definition 1.2 below). For an integer n � 1
prime to ch.F /, there is a cycle class map (cf. (1.9) and (1.12) below)

�X W CH1.X/=n �!H 2d
Ket .X;Z=nZ.d// with d WD dim.X/� 1:

The main result, Theorem 0.3 will be deduced from the following result:

THEOREM 0.6 (Theorem 1.16). If F is finite or separably closed, then �X is
bijective.

There are three main ingredients in the proof of Theorem 0.6. The first one
is the Bertini theorem over a discrete valuation ring proved in [JSa, Th. 1]. It
affirms the existence of a nice hypersurface section Y �X over B which belongs
to Ob.QSP /, whose complement X � Y is affine and for which Y [Xs;red is a
reduced divisor with simple normal crossings on X . Such a pair .X; Y / is called
an ample QSP -pair. In this paper we need its refinement, obtained by a joint work
of Jannsen and the first author, where it is allowed to impose an additional condition
that Y contains a given regular closed subscheme W �X with suitable conditions.
We include a proof in Section 4 below. The second key ingredient is a vanishing
theorem of H q

Ket.X �Y;Z=nZ.d// for an ample QSP -pair .X; Y / (see Theorem 3.2
below). A key to its proof is an extension of the base-change theorem of Rapoport
and Zink [RZ82, Satz 2.19]. We remove the assumption on the multiplicity of the
components of Xs using the absolute purity theorem of Gabber [Fuj02]. Recall that
we have the affine vanishing theorem of Artin-Gabber (loc. cit. �5), which holds for
more general affine schemes. Our Theorem 3.2 implies that a stronger vanishing
holds in our special situation (cf. Remark 3.3). The last key ingredient of the proof
of Theorem 0.6 is an arithmetic invariant associated to a quasi-projective scheme X
over B . It arises from a homological complex KC.X;Z=nZ/ with .n; ch.F //D 1
of the formM

x2X0

H 0
Ket.x;Z=nZ.�1// 

M
x2X1

H 1
Ket.x;Z=nZ/

 � � �  

M
x2Xa

Ha
Ket.x;Z=nZ.a� 1// � � � ;
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where Xa denotes the set of the points on X of dimension a, and the leftmost term
is placed in degree 0. We define the group KHa.X;Z=nZ/ as the homology group
of KC.X;Z=nZ/ in degree a and put

KHa.X;Q`=Z`/ WD lim
�!
n

KHa.X;Z=`
nZ/ for a prime ` 6D ch.F /:

We construct the complex KC.X;Z=nZ/ using localization sequences of a certain
étale homology theory (see ��1–2 below for details). The complex KC.X;Z=nZ/

is identified with the case j D�1 of the homological complex C jn .X/ defined by
Kato [Kat86], up to signs of differential operators (cf. Definition 2.1 below):M

x2X0

H
jC1

Ket .x;Z=nZ.j // 
M
x2X1

H
jC2

Ket .x;Z=nZ.j C 1//

 � � �  

M
x2Xa

H
aCjC1

Ket .x;Z=nZ.aC j // � � � :

In loc. cit., he studied the case j D 0 and conjectures that C 0n .X/ is exact for any
X 2 Ob.QSP / if F is finite (loc. cit. Conjecture 5.1). In this paper we study the
case j D�1 and propose the following new conjecture.

CONJECTURE 0.7 (Conjecture 2.12). Assume that F is finite. Then for X 2
Ob.QSP /, there is an isomorphism

KHa.X;Q`=Z`/'

(
.Q`=Z`/

I.Xs/

0

aD 1

a 6D 1;

where I.Xs/ denotes the set of irreducible components of Xs;red.

The vanishing of KH2.X;Q`=Z`/ is equivalent to the surjectivity of the cycle
map �X (cf. Proof of Theorem 5.3). If dim.X/D 2, KH2.X;Q`=Z`/ is isomorphic
to the `-primary torsion part of the Brauer group of X (cf. Lemma 5.2), and its van-
ishing is a consequence of the base-change theorem for Brauer groups of relative
curves ([Gro68, III, Th.3.1], [CTOP02, Th. 1.7 (c)]). See Theorem 5.1 below for
details. If dim.X/D 3, the vanishing of KH3.X;Q`=Z`/ implies the injectivity of
�X (cf. Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8). We will prove the following result as a consequence
of Theorem 0.6, where the dimension of X is arbitrary.

THEOREM 0.8 (Theorem 2.13). Conjecture 0.7 holds in degree a � 3.

We state some other consequences of Theorem 0.6, which will be proved in
Section 9 below.

COROLLARY 0.9 (Corollary 9.2). Assume that F is separably closed. Let X
be an object of QSP , and let Y1; : : : ; YN be the irreducible components of Xs;red.
Then for any integer n > 0 prime to ch.F /, we have

CH1.X/=n
'
�!

M
1�i�N

Z=nZ; ˛ 7! h˛; Yi i1�i�N ;

where h˛; Yi i denotes the intersection number (see §9 below for its definition).
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It would be interesting to compare this result with those in [Dal05] and [Mad08].
In both works some nontrivial classes in A0.V / are detected by studying intersec-
tion theory with the special fiber of a regular model over the ring of integers. In
[Dal05] the residue field F is finite and in [Mad08] it is of the shape C..t//.

COROLLARY 0.10 (Corollary 9.5). Assume that X is smooth and projective
over B and that F is finite or separably closed. Then for any integer n > 0 prime
to ch.F /,

CH0.Xs/=n
'
 ����
i�

CH1.X/=n
'
����!
j�

CH0.X�/=n .Xs
i
,! X

j
 - X�/:

If F is separably closed, the degree map CH0.Xs/! Z induces an isomor-
phism CH0.Xs/=n ' Z=n. When F is finite, A0.Xs/ is a finite group computed
by higher class field theory [KS83]. When moreover Xs is separably rationally
connected, that computation shows A0.Xs/ D 0. We thus recover the prime-to-
ch.F / part of the main result of [KS03], which was obtained by deformation theory.
One should also compare the above result with the result of [Kol04], where the base
is a henselian discrete valuation ring with arbitrary perfect residue field.

COROLLARY 0.11 (Corollary 9.6). Let .X; Y / be an ample QSP -pair with
dim.X/D d C 1 � 2, and assume that F is finite (resp. separably closed). Then
for any integer n > 0 prime to ch.F /, the push-forward map

i� W CH1.Y /=n �! CH1.X/=n .i W Y ,!X/

is bijective for d � 3 and surjective for d D 2 (resp. bijective for d � 2 and
surjective for d D 1).

This result can be viewed as a hard Lefschetz theorem for CH1.X/=n. Theo-
rem 0.3 is an easy consequence of it (see �9 below).

1. Homology theory and the cycle map

Unless indicated otherwise, all cohomology groups of schemes are taken over
the étale topology. Throughout this paper, we fix a discrete valuation ring R with
residue field F and quotient field k. We put B WD Spec.R/, s WD Spec.F / and
� WD Spec.k/. Let SchqpB be the category of quasi-projective B-schemes and
B-morphisms. For X 2 Ob.SchqpB /, we put Xs WD X �B s and X� WD X �B �,
and write Xs;red for the reduced subscheme of Xs . We define dim0.X/ to be the
Krull dimension of a compactification of X over B , which does not depend on the
choice of compactifications. For an integer q � 0, we define Xq as the set of all
points x on X with dim0.fxg/D q, where fxg is the closure of x in X . Note that
a point x on X� (resp. on Xs) belongs to Xq if and only if the residue field �.x/
satisfies

trdegk.�.x//D q� 1 (resp. trdegF .�.x//D q/:
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One can easily check that

(1.1) Xq \Y D Yq for Y locally closed in X:

Let C be the full subcategory of SchqpB consisting of objects whose structural mor-
phisms do not factor through �. For X 2 Ob.C/, dim0.X/ agrees with the Krull
dimension of X , and we simply denote dim0.X/ by dim.X/.

Definition 1.2. For X 2 Ob.C/ and q 2 Z�0, let Zq.X/ be the free abelian
group over the set Xq . We define the rational equivalence relation on Zq.X/ in
the same way as in [Ful98, �1.3], and define the group CHq.X/ as the quotient
of Zq.X/ by this equivalence relation. We call CHq.X/, the Chow group of
q-cycles modulo rational equivalence. This group is identified with the cokernel
of the divisor map defined in [Ful98, �1.2]

div W
M

x2XqC1

�.x/� �!
M
x2Xq

Z:

Remark 1.3. For a scheme X 2 Ob.C/ whose structural morphism factors
through s ,!B , the above definition of the Chow groups agrees with that in [Ful98,
�1.3]. We did not include schemes over � in the category C to avoid confusion
caused by the fact that for X 2 Ob.SchqpB / lying over �, our notation CHq.X/
corresponds to the usual Chow group of .q � 1/-cycles. We will not deal with
Chow groups of any schemes which do not belong to C until the end of Section 8.

Throughout this paper we fix a prime number ` different from ch.F / and write

�n D Z=`nZ for an integer n� 1 and �1 DQ`=Z` D lim
�!
m

�n:

Let � denote either �n or �1. For X 2 Ob.SchqpB / and q 2 Z, we define

(1.4) Hq.X;�/ WDH
2�q.X;Rf Š�/

where f denotes the structural morphism X ! B and Rf Š denotes Deligne’s
twisted inverse image functor [SGA4, XVIII, Th. 3.1.4]. This assignment gives a
homology theory on C in the sense of [JS03, Def. 2.1]. More precisely, we have
the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let SchqpB� be the category whose objects are the same
as SchqpB and whose morphisms are proper B-morphisms. Then Hq.�; �/ is a
covariant functor from SchqpB� to the category of abelian groups for each q 2 Z,
and satisfies the following (1)–(3):

.1/ Hq.�; �/ is contravariantly functorial with respect to étale morphisms in
SchqpB .

.2/ If i WY ,!X is a closed immersion in SchqpB with open complement j WU ,!X ,
then there is a long exact sequence

� � �
ı
�!Hq.Y;�/

i�
�!Hq.X;�/

j�

�!Hq.U;�/
ı
�!Hq�1.Y;�/ �! � � � ;

which we call a localization sequence in what follows.
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.3/ The localization sequence in .2/ is functorial with respect to proper mor-
phisms and étale morphisms in the following sense. Suppose we are given
cartesian squares in SchqpB

U 0
j 0

����! X 0
i 0

 ���� Y 0

fU

??y � f

??y � fY

??y
U

j
����! X

i
 ���� Y;

where i .resp. j / is a closed .resp. open/ immersion and U DX �Y . If f is
proper, then there is a commutative diagram with exact rows

� � �
ı
�!Hq.Y

0; �/
i 0�
�!Hq.X

0; �/
.j 0/�

�! Hq.U
0; �/

ı
�!Hq�1.Y

0; �/ �! � � �

fY�

??y f�

??y fU�

??y fY�

??y
� � �

ı
�! Hq.Y;�/

i�
�! Hq.X;�/

j�

�! Hq.U;�/
ı
�! Hq�1.Y;�/ �! � � � :

If f is étale, then there is a similar commutative diagram with vertical arrows
f �Y ; f

�; f �U in the opposite direction.

Proof. An outline of the proof of these statements is given in [JS03, Ex. 2.2].
The details are straightforward and left to the reader. We recall here only the
definition of the map g� WHq.Y 0; �/!Hq.Y;�/ for a proper morphism g WY 0!Y

in SchqpB , which will be useful later in Lemma 1.8. Let ˇ and ˇ0 be the structural
morphisms Y !B and Y 0!B , respectively. Then g� is defined as the composite

g WHq.Y
0; �/DH 2�q.Y 0; R.ˇ0/Š�B/DH

2�q.Y;Rg�R.ˇ
0/Š�B/

DH 2�q.Y;Rg�Rg
ŠRˇŠ�B/

adg
�!H 2�q.Y;RˇŠ�B/DHq.Y;�/;(1.6)

where adg denotes the adjunction map Rg�RgŠ! id obtained by the properness
of g (i.e., Rg� DRgŠ) and the adjointness between RgŠ and RgŠ. �

Remark 1.7. For X 2 Ob.C/ whose structural morphism f factors as X
g
!

s
i
,! B , we have

Hq.X;�/DH
2�q.X;Rf Š�B/DH

2�q.X;RgŠRi Š�B/'H
�q.X;RgŠ�.�1/s/;

where the last isomorphism follows from the purity for discrete valuation rings
[SGA5, I, Th. 5.1]. The last group is a special case of the Bloch-Ogus homology
[BO74, (2.1)].

We next provide the following lemma:

LEMMA 1.8. Assume that X 2 Ob.SchqpB / is integral and regular, and put
d WD dim0.X/ � 1. For m 2 Z, let �.m/ be the Tate twist. Then for a closed
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subscheme Y �X , there is a canonical isomorphism

(1.9) �Y;X WH
2d�qC2
Y .X;�.d//

'
�!Hq.Y;�/

which satisfies the following functorial propertiesW

.1/ Let f WX 0!X be a proper morphism .resp. étale morphism/ in SchqpB with
X 0 integral and regular, and let Y 0 be a closed subscheme of f �1Y DX 0�X Y
.resp. put Y 0 WD f �1Y /. Let g be the composite map Y 0! f �1Y ! Y . Then
there is a commutative diagram

H
2d 0�qC2
Y 0 .X 0; �.d 0//

�Y 0;X0
����!
'

Hq.Y
0; �/

f�

??y ??yg�
H
2d�qC2
Y .X;�.d//

�Y;X
����!
'

Hq.Y;�/0BBBB@resp:

H
2d�qC2
Y 0 .X 0; �.d//

�Y 0;X0
����!
'

Hq.Y
0; �/

f �
x?? x??g�

H
2d�qC2
Y .X;�.d//

�Y;X
����!
'

Hq.Y;�/

1CCCCA ;
where d 0 in the left square denotes dim0.X 0/� 1 and the arrow f� in the left
square is the push-forward map of cohomology groups with supports .see the
proof below/.

.2/ Let i be the closed immersion Y ,! X and let j be the open complement
U ,!X . Then there is a commutative diagram with exact rows

� � �
ı
�!H r

Y .X;�.d//
i�
�!H r .X;�.d//

j�

�!H r .U;�.d//
ı
�!H rC1

Y .X;�.d// �! � � �

�Y;X

??y' �X;X

??y' �U;U

??y' �Y;X

??y
� � �

ı
�! Hq.Y;�/

i�
�! Hq.X;�/

j�

�! Hq.U;�/
ı
�! Hq�1.Y;�/ �! � � � ;

where we put r WD 2d � qC 2, for simplicity.

Proof. Let D.XKet/ be the derived category of complexes of étale sheaves on
X , and let ˛ be the structural morphism X ! B . We will prove

(3) There is a canonical isomorphism T˛ W�.d/X Œ2d �
'
�!R˛Š�B in D.XKet/.

We first finish the proof of the lemma admitting this statement. We define the iso-
morphism �Y;X in (1.9) as that induced by T˛ . The right square in (1) is obviously
commutative. We obtain the commutative diagram in (2) by applying a standard
localization argument to T˛ (cf. [JSS, (0.4.2)]). For a proper morphism f WX 0!X

as in (1), we define the morphism

Trf WRf��.d
0/X Œ2d

0�!�.d/X Œ2d � in D.XKet/
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by the commutative square

Rf��.d
0/X Œ2d

0�
T˛0
����!
'

Rf�R.˛
0/Š�B

Trf

??y ??yadf

�.d/X Œ2d �
T˛
����!
'

R˛Š�B ;

where ˛0 denotes the structural morphism X 0!B , and adf denotes the adjunction
map Rf�Rf Š! id (see adg in (1.6)). We define the arrow f� in the left square
of (1) as the map induced by Trf and the cobase-change map H r

Y 0.X
0;�/ !

H r
Y .X;Rf�.�// [SGA4, XVIII, (3.1.13.2)]. In view of the definition of g� in

(1.6), f� makes the left square of (1) commutative. Thus it remains to show (3),
which we prove in what follows.

Since B is regular of dimension one, ˛ is flat or otherwise factors as X
ˇ
!

s
i
,! B . In the flat case, we define T˛ as the adjoint of the trace morphism Tr˛ W
R˛Š�.d/X Œ2d �!�B due to Deligne ([SGA4, XVIII, Th. 2.9]). In the latter case,
we define T˛ as the adjoint of the composite morphism

R˛Š�.d/X Œ2d �DRi�RˇŠ�.d/X Œ2d �
Trˇ
����! Ri��.�1/sŒ�2�

Gysi
����! �B ;

where the last arrow is the Gysin map for i ([Fuj02, �1.2]). We show that T˛ is an
isomorphism. Fix a locally closed embedding  WX ,! PD PNB into a projective
space over B . Let � be the natural projection P! B . Then by [SGA1

2
, Cycle,

Th. 2.3.8 (i)], T˛ factors as

�.d/X Œ2d �
Gys
����! R Š�.N/PŒ2N �

T�
����! R ŠR� Š�B DR˛

Š�B :

Here the arrow Gys denotes the Gysin morphism for  ([Fuj02, �1.2]), which is
an isomorphism by the absolute purity (loc. cit. Theorem 2.2.1). The second arrow
is an isomorphism by [SGA4, XVIII, Th. 3.2.5]. Hence T˛ is an isomorphism and
we obtain the assertion (3). This completes the proof of Lemma 1.8. �

COROLLARY 1.10. For X 2Ob.SchqpB /, there is a homologically graded spec-
tral sequence

E1a;b.X;�/D
M
x2Xa

Ha�b.x;�.a� 1//H)HaCb.X;�/;

which we call the niveau spectral sequence. This spectral sequence is covariant
with respect to proper morphisms in SchqpB and contravariant with respect to étale
morphisms in SchqpB . See Figure 1 below for a table of E1-terms of this spectral
sequence.

Proof. By Proposition 1.5 and [JS03, Prop. 2.7], there is a spectral sequence

E1a;b.X;�/D
M
x2Xa

HaCb.x;�/H)HaCb.X;�/;
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whose d1-differential maps arise by definition from the connecting homomorphisms
in the localization sequences in Proposition 1.5 (2). For x 2X , Hq.x;�/ is defined
as follows:

Hq.x;�/ WD lim
�!
U�fxg

Hq.U;�/;

where fxg denotes the closure of x in X and U runs through all nonempty open
subsets of fxg. When x 2Xa, the limit on the right-hand side is isomorphic to the
étale cohomology group H 2a�q.x;�.a � 1// by �U;U in .1:9/ for open regular
subsets U � fxg and the compatibility results in Lemma 1.8 (1). Thus we obtain
the desired spectral sequence. The functoriality assertions follow from the corre-
sponding results in [JS03, Prop. 2.7]. �

E1
dC1;dC1

E12;2 E1
dC1;2

E11;1

d12;1
E12;1 E1

dC1;1

E10;0 E11;0 E12;0 E1
dC1;0

E10;�1 E11;�1 E12;�1 E1
dC1;�1

H�1.X;�/

H0.X;�/

H1.X;�/

H2.X;�/

E1
a;b
D 0 unless 0� a � d C 1 and b � a

qq
q

q q q

q q q
q q q
q q q
q q q

q q q q q q q q q q q q q q q

� �

� � �

� � � �

� � � �

Figure 1. Table of E1
a;b
DE1

a;b
.X;�/ (d WD dim0.X/� 1)

The niveau spectral sequence in Corollary 1.10 is a fundamental tool in this
paper. We often omit the coefficient � of E1

a;b
.X;�/. We have E1

a;b
.X/D 0 for

any .a; b/ with a < b and

(1.11) E21;1.X/D Coker
�
d12;1 W

M
x2X2 �.x/

�
˝�!

M
x2X1 �

�
' CH1.X/˝�

for X 2 Ob.C/ (see also Remark 1.3), where CH1.X/ denotes the Chow group
of 1-cycles defined in Definition 1.2. The second isomorphism hinges on the
fact that the differential map d12;1 agrees with the negative of the divisor map in
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Definition 1.2, by Lemma 1.8 (2) and [JSS, Th. 1.1.1]. We define the cycle class
mapping

(1.12) �X W CH1.X/˝�!H2.X;�/

to be the edge homomorphism E21;1!H2.X;�/ of the niveau spectral sequence.
By the functorial properties of the niveau spectral sequences, we obtain the follow-
ing proposition, which will be frequently used in later sections:

PROPOSITION 1.13. .1/ The cycle map (1.12) is covariantly functorial with
respect to proper morphisms in C and contravariantly functorial with respect
to étale morphisms in C.

.2/ For a closed immersion i W Y ,!X in C whose open complement j W U ,!X

belongs to C, there is a commutative diagram with exact rows

CH1.Y /˝�
i�
����! CH1.X/˝�

j�

����! CH1.U /˝� ����! 0??y�Y ??y�X ??y�U
H2.Y;�/

i�
����! H2.X;�/

j�

����! H2.U;�/;

where the lower row is the localization exact sequence in Proposition 1.5 (2).

The exactness of the upper row in the above diagram follows from the same
argument as for [Ful98, Prop. 1.8]. The details are straightforward and left to the
reader.

Remark 1.14. The results in Proposition 1.5 – Corollary 1.10 are covariantly
functorial in �. In particular, for X 2 Ob.C/ and m; n� 1 there is a commutative
diagram with exact rows

CH1.X/˝�m
�`n

����! CH1.X/˝�mCn
mod `n
����! CH1.X/˝�n ����! 0??y�X ??y�X ??y�X

H2.X;�m/
�`n

����! H2.X;�mCn/
mod `n
����! H2.X;�n/:

where the lower row is a part of the long exact sequence of homology groups
associated with the short exact sequence of étale sheaves on B:

0 ����! �m
�`n

����! �mCn
mod `n
����! �n ����! 0:

We introduce here the following terminology, in order to state a main result
of this paper.

Definition 1.15. (1) For a regular scheme X and a reduced divisor D on
X , we say that D has simple normal crossings if it satisfies the following
conditions:

(1a) The irreducible components Di .i 2 I / of D are regular.
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(1b) For an arbitrary nonempty subset J � I , the scheme-theoretical intersec-
tion

T
i2J Di is regular of codimension ].J / in X , or otherwise empty.

(2) We call an object X 2 C quasi-semistable, if it satisfies the following condi-
tions:

(2a) X is pure-dimensional, regular and flat of finite type over B .
(2b) The reduced divisor Xs;red on X has simple normal crossings.
Note that Xs;red is nonempty by the definition of the category C.

(3) We define the category QS (resp. QSP ) as the full subcategory of C consisting
of objects which are quasi-semistable (resp. quasi-semistable and projective
over B).

The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper:

THEOREM 1.16 (Theorem 0.6). Assume that R is excellent and henselian and
that F is finite or separably closed. Then for X 2 Ob.QSP / and n � 1, the cycle
map �X W CH1.X/=`n!H2.X;�n/ is bijective.

The proof of Theorem 1.16 will be completed in Section 8. We note here
the following lemma, where R may not be excellent or henselian and F may be
arbitrary:

LEMMA 1.17. IfX 2Ob.C/ has dimension�2, then the map �X WCH1.X/=`n

!H2.X;�n/ is injective for any n� 1.

Proof. This follows from the definition of �X and the fact that E1
a;b
.X/D 0

for a � 3. �

2. Kato homology

The notation remains as in Section 1. In this section, we assume that R is
henselian, and introduce an arithmetic invariant associated to each object of C,
which plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.16.

Definition 2.1. Let X be an object of C. Let � denote �n or �1. Let us
recall the niveau spectral sequence obtained in Corollary 1.10:

(2.2) E1a;b.X;�/D
M
x2Xa

Ha�b.x;�.a� 1// H) HaCb.X;�/:

(1) We define the complex KC.X;�/ as the following sequence of E1-terms:

E10;0.X;�/
d1
1;0
 � E11;0.X;�/

d1
2;0
 � � � �

d1
a;0
 � E1a;0.X;�/

d1
aC1;0
 � � � � ;  L

x2X0

H 0.x;�.�1//
L
x2X1

H 1.x;�/
L
x2Xa

H a.x;�.a� 1//

whereE1a;0.X;�/ is placed in degree a. By Lemma 1.8 (2) and [JSS, Th. 1.1.1],
the differential maps agree with the negative of the boundary maps of Galois
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cohomology groups defined in [Kat86, �1]. In particular, KC.X;�/ is a spe-
cial case of the Bloch-Ogus-Kato complexes defined in loc. cit., up to signs
of differential maps.

(2) We define the group KHa.X;�/, the Kato homology of X , to be E2a;0.X;�/,
which is by definition the homology group of the complex KC.X;�/ in de-
gree a.

By the functorial properties of the niveau spectral sequences (cf. Corollary
1.10), the complex KC.X;�/ is covariantly functorial for proper morphisms in C

and contravariantly functorial for étale morphisms in C. In particular, for a closed
immersion i W Y ,! X in C whose open complement j W U ,! X belongs to C,
there is an exact sequence of complexes (cf. (1.1))

(2.3) 0 �!KC.Y;�/
i�
�!KC.X;�/

j�

�!KC.U;�/ �! 0:

By Lemma 2.6 below, there is an edge homomorphism

�a WHa.X;�1/ �!KHa.X;�1/ if F is finite;(2.4)

�a WHa.X;�n/ �!KHa.X;�n/ if F is separably closed:(2.5)

LEMMA 2.6. Assume that R is henselian. Let X be an object of C.

(1) If F is separably closed, then E1
a;b
.X;�n/D 0 for b � �1.

(2) If F is finite, then E1
a;b
.X;�n/D 0 for b � �2 and E1a;�1.X;�1/D 0.

Proof. (1) and the first vanishing of (2) follow from the fact cd.x/D aCcd.F /
for x 2Xa. The second vanishing of (2) follows from the next lemma, which is an
analogue of a result of Kahn [Kah93, p. 61, Prop. 4]. �

LEMMA 2.7. Assume that R is henselian and that F is finite. Let r � 0
be an integer. Let L be a field which is either finitely generated over k with
trdegk.L/ D r � 1 or finitely generated over F with trdegF .L/ D r . Then we
have H rC1.L;�1.n//D 0 for any n 6D r . Here for a field K, H�.K;�/ denotes
the étale cohomology of Spec.K/, which agrees with the Galois cohomology of the
absolute Galois group GK (cf. [Mil80, III, Ex. 1.7]).

Proof. We prove the case that L is over k. The case that L is over F is similar
and left to the reader (see also Lemma 3.10 below). If L is a finite extension
of k, then the assertion follows from the Tate duality for Galois cohomology of
local fields (cf. [Ser92, II, �5.2, Th. 2]). We continue the proof by induction on
r D trdegk.L/C 1. Assume r � 2. There is a subfield Lr�1 � L which is purely
transcendental over k and for which L=Lr�1 is finite. Take a subfield Lr�2�Lr�1
which is purely transcendental over k of degree r � 2, and let K be the algebraic
separable closure ofLr�2 inL. Note that trdegK.L/D1 and that trdegk.K/D r�2.
Fix a separable closure xK of K. There is a Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence

E
a;b
2 DHa.K;H b.L˝K xK;�1.n///)HaCb.L;�1.n//:
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Since cd.K/ � trdegk.K/C 2D r ([Ser92, II, ��4.2–4.3]) and cd.L˝K xK/D 1
(loc. cit. II, ��3.2–3.3), we have Ea;b2 D 0 if b � 2 or a � r C 1. Hence it suffices
to show

E
r;1
2 DH

r.K;H 1.L˝K xK;�1.n///D 0:

By Hilbert’s Theorem 90 (loc. cit. II , �1.2, Prop. 1), we have

H r.K;H 1.L˝K xK;�1.n///DH
r.K; .L˝K xK/

�
˝�1.n� 1//

D lim
�!
K0� xK

H r.K; .L˝K K
0/�˝�1.n� 1//;

where K 0 � xK ranges over all finite Galois extensions of K. See [Ser92, II, �2.2,
Prop. 8] for the last equality. We show that the last group is zero. Fix a finite Galois
extension K 0 of K. Since cd.K/� r , the corestriction map

H r.K 0; .L˝K K
0/�˝�1.n� 1// �!H r.K; .L˝K K

0/�˝�1.n� 1//

is surjective. Because GK0 acts on .L˝K K 0/� trivially, the natural map induced
by cup-product

.L˝K K
0/�˝H r.K 0; �1.n� 1// �!H r.K 0; .L˝K K

0/�˝�1.n� 1//

is bijective. Here the left-hand side is zero by the induction hypothesis. Thus we
obtain Lemmas 2.7 and 2.6. �

Assume that F is finite and put � WD�1 until we state Conjecture 2.11. Let
D.Z`/ be the derived category of complexes of Z`-modules. For X 2 Ob.QSP /,
we construct a morphism

(2.8) KC.X;�/ �!�I.Xs/Œ�1� in D.Z`/:

Here I.Xs/ denotes the set of the irreducible components of Xs;red and �I.Xs/Œ�1�
is the homological complex with �I.Xs/ placed in degree 1 and with 0 in the other
degrees. We show that the first boundary map of KC.X;�/ is surjective:

d11;0 W
M
y2X1

H 1.y;�/!!
M
x2X0

H 0.x;�.�1//:

Indeed, for a given point x 2 X0 there exists a closed point y on X� whose clo-
sure fyg � X contains x and is regular at x by Lemma 7.2 below. Because R is
henselian, fyg is the spectrum of a henselian discrete valuation ring. By Hensel’s
lemma, all roots of unity of order prime to ch.�.x// in �.x/ lift to �.y/, and one
can easily check the .y; x/-factor of d11;0 is surjective by [JSS, Th. 1.1.1]. Thus
d11;0 is surjective, and we get a natural morphism

(2.9) KC.X;�/ �!H1.KC.X;�//Œ�1�'H1.X;�/Œ�1� in D.Z`/;
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where the second isomorphism is given by the map (2.4) with aD 1 (cf. Figure 1
after Corollary 1.10 and Lemma 2.6). On the other hand, there is a composite map
(2.10)

H1.X;�/
.1:9/
' H 2dC1.X;�.d//

.�/
�!

M
1�j�m

H 2dC1.Yj ; �.d//
'
�!�I.Xs/;

where d denotes dim.X/� 1D dim.Xs/ and Y1; : : : ; Ym are the irreducible com-
ponents of Xs;red. The arrow .�/ is the natural pull-back map, and the last ar-
row is the trace isomorphisms for projective smooth varieties over F (cf. [JS03,
Lemma 5.3 (2))]. We define the morphism (2.8) as the composite of (2.9) and
(2.10).

We now propose the following conjectures:

CONJECTURE 2.11. If R is excellent and henselian and F is separably closed,
then KC.X;�n/ is exact for any X 2 Ob.QSP /.

CONJECTURE 2.12 (Conjecture 0.7). If R is excellent and henselian and F is
finite, then for any X 2 Ob.QSP /, the morphism (2.8) is an isomorphism, i.e., we
have

KHa.X;�1/'

(
�I.Xs/1

0

aD 1

a 6D 1.

Recall that KC.X;�/ is identified with the case j D�1 of the Bloch-Ogus-
Kato complexM

x2X0

H jC1.x;�.j // 
M
x2X1

H jC2.x;�.j C 1//

 � � �  

M
x2Xa

HaCjC1.x;�.aC j // � � �

up to signs of differential maps (cf. Definition 2.1). In [Kat86, Conj. 5.1], he
conjectures that this complex with j D 0 is exact for both � D �n and �1, if
F is finite and X is a regular scheme which is proper flat over B . It is interesting
to ask if Conjecture 2.12 is valid for �n. We will prove the following affirmative
result on these conjectures using Theorem 1.16.

THEOREM 2.13 (Theorem 0.8). Conjectures 2.11 and 2.12 hold in degree
a � 3.

The proof of this theorem will be given in Section 9 below. In the rest of this
section, we prove the following proposition, where R may not be excellent:

PROPOSITION 2.14. Conjectures 2.11 and 2.12 hold in degree a � 1.

Proof. Let � denote �n if F is separably closed and �1 if F is finite. We
have

KHa.X;�/DE
2
a;0.X;�/DE

1
a;0.X;�/DHa.X;�/ for a � 1

by Lemma 2.6. Hence the proposition follows from the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2.15. Assume R is henselian, and let X be an object of QSP .

(1) If F is separably closed, then Ha.X;�/ is zero for a � 1.

(2) If F is finite, then the composite map (2.10) is bijective and Ha.X;�/ is zero
for a � 0.

Proof of Lemma 2.15. We prove only the case a D 1 of (2), i.e., the bijectivity
of the arrow .�/ in (2.10). The other assertions follow from arguments similar to
those below and are left to the reader. The map .�/ in question factors as follows

H 2dC1.X;�.d// �!H 2dC1.Xs; �.d//

�!H 2dC1.Xs;red; �.d//
.��/
�!

M
1�j�m

H 2dC1.Yj ; �.d//;

where all arrows are pull-back maps. Since R is henselian, the first arrow is bi-
jective by the proper base-change theorem [SGA4, XII Cor. 5.5 (iii)]. The sec-
ond arrow is bijective by the invariance of étale topology for the nilpotent closed
immersion Xs;red ,! Xs (loc. cit. VIII, Cor. 1.2). We show that the last arrow
.��/ is bijective. Let � be the canonical map

`m
iD1 Yj ! Xs;red, which is finite

because each component Yj !Xs;red is a closed immersion. Let ˙ be the singular
locus of Xs;red. As � is an isomorphism over Xs;red � ˙ , the adjunction map
˛ W �.d/! ���

��.d/ of étale sheaves on Xs;red is injective, and the support of
Coker.˛/ is contained in ˙ . Hence we have a long exact sequence

� � � �! H 2d .˙;Coker.˛// �! H 2dC1.Xs;red; �.d//
.��/
�!

L
1�j�m

H 2dC1.Yj ; �.d//

�! H 2dC1.˙;Coker.˛// �! � � � ;

and the map .��/ is bijective by the fact cd`.˙/� 2 dim.˙/C cd`.F /D 2d � 1
(loc. cit. X, Cor. 4.3). Thus we obtain the lemma and Proposition 2.14. �

3. The vanishing theorem

Let the notation be as in Section 1. For a scheme X , D.XKet/ denotes the
derived category of complexes of étale sheaves on X .

Definition 3.1. See Definition 1.15 (3) for the categories QS and QSP .

(1) A QS-pair is a pair .X; Y / consisting of schemes X; Y 2 Ob.QS/ such that
Y is a divisor on X and such that the reduced divisor Xs;red [ Y on X has
simple normal crossings. Note that no component of Y is a component of
Xs;red, because Y is flat over B by assumption.

(2) A QSP -pair is a QS-pair .X; Y / such that X; Y 2 Ob.QSP /. For a QSP -
pair .X; Y /, we call U WDX �Y the complement of .X; Y /, and often denote
it by .X; Y IU/.

(3) An ample QSP -pair is a QSP -pair .X; Y IU/ such that U is affine.
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The aim of this section is to prove the following vanishing result:

THEOREM 3.2. Let .X; Y IU/ be an ample QSP -pair with dim.X/DdC1�2,
and assume that R is henselian.

(1) If F is separably closed, then Hq.U;�n/D 0 for q � d C 1.

(2) If F is finite, then Hq.U;�n/ D 0 for q � d . Furthermore if d � 2, then
HdC1.U;�1/D 0.

Remark 3.3. For a regular scheme U which is flat of relative dimension d
over B , we have

Hq.U;�/'H
2dC2�q.U;�.d//

by (1.9). When U is affine and R is henselian, the affine Lefschetz theorems of
Artin-Gabber (cf. [Fuj02, �5]) imply that the last group vanishes if F is separa-
bly closed and q � d , or if F is finite and q � d � 1. Theorem 3.2 asserts a
stronger vanishing result, assuming that U is the complement of an ample QSP -
pair .X; Y /. For example, assume F is separably closed, and consider the case
that X D Proj.RŒT0; T1�/ and that Y � X is the ample divisor Tm1 �� � T

m
0 D 0

(m� 1), where � is a prime element of R. We compute the natural map ˛ in the
exact sequence

H 2
Y .X;�n.1//

˛
�!H 2.X;�n.1// �!H 2.U;�n.1// .U WDX �Y /:

The group H 2
Y .X;�n.1// is generated by the divisor class clX .Y / [SGA1

2
, Cycle

Prop. 2.1.4]. Consider the isomorphism

ˇ WH 2.X;�n.1//
'
�!H 2.Xs; �n.1//

'
�!�n;

where the first isomorphism is obtained by the proper base change theorem for étale
cohomology and the second is the trace map for Xs! s (cf. (9.3) below). Then
we have ˇ˛.clX .Y // D m 2 �n by Lemma 9.4 below. Hence H 2.U;�n.1// is
nonzero if ` divides m. On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 asserts that H 2.U;�n.1//

is zero if .X; Y / is a QSP -pair, i.e., mD 1.

The following lemma is crucial to the proof of Theorem 3.2, which extends
the base-change theorem of Rapoport-Zink ([RZ82, Satz 2.19]) to QSP -pairs by
the absolute purity theorem of Gabber [Fuj02, Th. 2.1.1]. For a scheme X 2Ob.C/
and an effective Cartier divisor Y � X , let clX .Y / 2 H 2

Y .X;�n.1// be the divi-
sor class of Y ([SGA1

2
, Cycle �2.1], [Fuj02, �1.1]), which induces a morphism

�n.�1/Y Œ�2�!R�Š�n;X in D.YKet/ (� W Y ,!X ) by the natural identification (cf.
[SGA1

2
, Catégories Dérivées II.2.3 (4)])

H 2
Y .X;�n.1//D HomD.YKet/.�n.�1/Y Œ�2�; Ri

Š�n;X /:

LEMMA 3.4. Let .X; Y / be a QS-pair over B . Put Z WD Xs;red and W WD
Ys;red. ThenW
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(1) W is an effective Cartier divisor on Z and the divisor class

clZ.W / 2H 2
W .Z;�n.1//

induces an isomorphism H q�2.W;�n.j � 1// ' H
q
W .Z;�n.j // for any

q; j 2 Z.

(2) Assume further that R is henselian and that .X; Y IU/ is a QSP -pair over B .
Put V WD Us;red. Then the pull-back map H q.U;�n.j //!H q.V;�n.j // is
bijective for any q; j 2 Z.

Proof. Put � WD�n. We first show (1). Since .X; Y / is a QS -pair by assump-
tion, the following square consisting of canonical closed immersions is cartesian:

(3.5)

W
f

����! Z

iY

??y �

??yiX
Y

�
����! X:

In particular, W is an effective Cartier divisor on Z and the divisor class clZ.W /
is defined in H 2

W .Z;�.1//. Our task is to show that the morphism

Gysf W�.�1/W Œ�2� �!Rf Š�Z in D.WKet/

induced by clZ.W / is an isomorphism. For q � 1, let Z.q/ be the disjoint union
of q-fold intersections of distinct irreducible components of Z. We define W .q/

(q � 1) in a similar way. Since X and Y belong to Ob.QS/, each of Z.q/ and W .q/

is empty or otherwise regular of pure dimension dim.Z/C1�q and dim.W /C1�q,
respectively. Since .X; Y / is a QS -pair, one can easily check

(3.6) W .q/
DZ.q/ �Z W for any q � 1:

Let uq WZ.q/!Z and vq WW .q/!W be the canonical finite morphisms. There
is an exact sequence of étale sheaves on Z

(3.7) 0 �!�Z
d0

�! u1��Z.1/
d1

�! u2��Z.2/
d2

�! � � �
dq�1

�! uq��Z.q/
dq

�! � � � ;

where d0 is the adjunction map and dq for q� 1 is an alternating sum of adjunction
maps. The signs of these alternating sums are defined as follows. Let Z1; : : : ; Zm
be the irreducible components of Z, and let S and T be the components of Z.q/

and Z.qC1/ given by

S DZi1 \Zi2 \ � � � \Ziq and T D S \ZiqC1 ;

where ij ’s (1� j � qC 1) are pairwise distinct and we assumed i1 < i2 < � � �< iq .
Then the sign of the .S; T /-factor of dq is defined as .�1/q�r , where r is the
integer with ir < iqC1 < irC1. The exact sequence (3.7) yields a spectral sequence
of sheaves on W (cf. [Mil80, App. C (g)])

E
a;b
1 DRbf Šua��Z.a/ H)RaCb�1f Š�Z :
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We compute the sheaf Ea;b1 . Since ua and va are finite, Rbf Šua�D va�Rb.f .a//Š

by (3.6), where f .a/ denotes the closed immersion W .a/ ,!Z.a/. Hence,

E
a;b
1 '

(
va��.�1/W .a/ .if b D 2 and a � 1/

0 .otherwise/

by the absolute purity [Fuj02, Th. 2.1.1], where the isomorphism for b D 2 arises
from the isomorphism �.�1/W .a/

'
�! R2.f .a//Š�Z.a/ induced by the divisor

class clZ.a/.W
.a// 2 H 2

W .a/.Z
.a/; �.1//. In particular, Rqf Š�Z D E

q�1;2
2 for

any q 2 Z. Finally we compute the sheaves E�;22 by the following diagram of
sheaves:

0 �! R2f Š�Z �! E
1;2
1

d
1;2
1
�! E

2;2
1

d
2;2
1
�! � � �

Gysf

x??  
0 �! �.�1/W

d0

�! v1��.�1/W .1/

d1

�! v2��.�1/W .2/

d2

�! � � �

� � �
d
q�1;2
1
�! E

q;2
1

d
q;2
1
�! � � �

� � �
dq�1

�! vq��.�1/W .q/

dq

�! � � � :

The lower row is an exact sequence analogous to (3.7) and the signs of the alternat-
ing sum in dq (q � 1) are defined by those in (3.7) and the isomorphism (3.6). We
prove these squares are commutative, which implies Lemma 3.4 (1). Indeed, for
any q � 1 the pull-back map H 2

W .Z;�.1//!H 2
W .q/.Z

.q/; �.1// sends clZ.W /
to clZ.q/.W

.q// by (3.6) and [Fuj02, Prop. 1.1.3], which shows the commutativity
in question. Thus we obtain Lemma 3.4 (1).

We prove Lemma 3.4 (2). Since W D Y �X Z by (3.5), the pull-back map
H 2
Y .X;�.1//!H 2

W .Z;�.1// sends clX .Y / to clZ.W / by [Fuj02, Prop. 1.1.3],
which yields a commutative diagram in D.WKet/

(3.8)

i�YR�
Š�X  ���� i�Y�.�1/Y Œ�2�??y 

Rf Š�Z
Gysf
 ���� �.�1/W Œ�2�:

Here the left vertical arrow is the base-change morphism associated to the square
(3.5) (cf. [SGA4, XVIII, 3.1.14.2]). The top arrow is the morphism induced by
clX .Y /, which is an isomorphism by the absolute purity [Fuj02, Th. 2.1.1]. The
bottom arrow is an isomorphism by (1). Hence the left vertical arrow is an isomor-
phism as well. Since R is henselian, this fact implies Lemma 3.4 (2) by similar
arguments as for [RZ82, Lemma 2.18] and the invariance of étale topology for
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nilpotent closed immersions [SGA4, VIII, Cor. 1.2]. The details are straightforward
and left to the reader. �

We start the proof of Theorem 3.2. Put Z WD Xs;red, W WD Ys;red and V WD
Us;red. By (1.9) and Lemma 3.4 (2), we have

Hq.U;�n/'H
2dC2�q.U;�n.d//'H

2dC2�q.V;�n.d//:

By the ampleness assumption, the F -variety V is affine of dimension d . By the
affine Lefschetz theorem ([SGA4, XIV, Cor. 3.2]), we have

(3.9) H 2dC2�q.V;�n.d//D 0

(
if F is separably closed and q � d C 1

or if F is finite and q � d:

It remains to show HdC1.V;�1.d// is zero when we assume that F is finite and
d � 2. There is a long exact sequence of étale cohomology groups

� � � !H r.V;�m.d//!H r.V;�mCn.d//

!H r.V;�n.d//!H rC1.V;�m.d//! � � � :

Because these groups are finite by [SGA1
2

, Th. finitude, Cor. 1.10], we obtain
the following long exact sequence by standard projective and inductive limit argu-
ments:

� � � !H r.V;Z`.d//!H r.V;Q`.d//

!H r.V;�1.d//!H rC1.V;Z`.d//! � � � :

Since HdC2.V;Z`.d//D 0 by (3.9), the map

HdC1.V;Q`.d//!HdC1.V;�1.d//

is surjective. Therefore it is enough to show HdC1.V;Q`.d// is zero, which we
prove in what follows.

LEMMA 3.10. For any integer n 2 Z, there is an isomorphism

HdC1.V;Q`.n//' Coker
�
1�'s WH

d . xV ;Q`.n//!Hd . xV ;Q`.n//
�
:

Here 's denotes the arithmetic Frobenius operator, i.e., the element of the abso-
lute Galois group GF that corresponds to the Frobenius substitution on a fixed
algebraic closure xF of F . For a scheme X 2 Ob.C/ which lies over s D Spec.F /,
xX denotes the scalar extension X ˝F xF , which we regard as a GF -scheme by its

natural action on xF .

Proof of Lemma 3.10. There is a short exact sequence (cf. [CTSS83, p. 780,
(28)])

0 �!Hd . xV ;Q`.n//GF �!HdC1.V;Q`.n// �!HdC1. xV ;Q`.n//
GF �! 0;

where for aGF -moduleM ,MGF (resp.MGF ) denotes the maximal subgroup (resp.
maximal quotient group) of M on which GF acts trivially. Since HdC1. xV ;Q`.n//
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D 0 by (3.9), we have HdC1.V;Q`.n// ' H
d . xV ;Q`.n//GF . The last group is

identified with the cokernel of the endomorphism 1�'s onHd . xV ;Q`.n//, because
GF is topologically generated by 's . �

By Lemma 3.10, it suffices to show that the eigenvalues of 's onHd . xV;Q`.d//

are different from 1. By Deligne’s theorem on weights ([Del80, Th. I]) and the
assumption that d � 2, the eigenvalues of 's on

Hd . xZ;Q`.d// and Hd�1. xW ;Q`.d � 1//

are different from 1. It remains to show that there is a long exact sequence of
GF -Q`-vector spaces

� � � !H r�2. xW ;Q`.d � 1//!H r. xZ;Q`.d//!H r. xV ;Q`.d//

!H r�1. xW ;Q`.d � 1//! � � � :

Indeed we have
H r�2. xW ;Q`.d � 1//'H

r
xW
. xZ;Q`.d//

by Lemma 3.4 (1), which is GF -equivariant because cl xZ. xW / 2 H
2
xW
. xZ;Z`.1//

arises from clZ.W / 2 H 2
W .Z;Z`.1//. On the other hand, there is a localization

long exact sequence consisting of finite �n-modules for each n� 1,

� � � !H r
xW
. xZ;�n.d//!H r. xZ;�n.d//!H r. xV ;�n.d//

!H rC1
xW

. xZ;�n.d//! � � � :

Hence we obtain the desired long exact sequence by taking the projective limit
of these localization long exact sequences with respect to n � 1 and then taking
˝Z`Q`. Thus HdC1.V;Q`.d// and HdC1.V;�1.d// are zero, and we obtain
Theorem 3.2. �

4. The Bertini theorem over a discrete valuation ring

Let the notation be as in Section 1. The discrete valuation ring R is not
necessarily henselian, and the residue field F of R is arbitrary in this section. For
a free R-module E of finite rank, let

PB.E/ �! B D Spec.R/

be the associated projective bundle (cf. [EGAII, 4.1.1]). Put Ps.E/ WD PB.E/˝R
F , which is the projective bundle over F associated to Es WDE˝RF . Let GB.E/
be the set of the invertible (i.e., rank one) R-submodules N � E such that E=N
is free. Such N induces a closed immersion

H.N/ WD PB.E=N/ ,! PB.E/;

which we call a hyperplane in PB.E/ corresponding to N . There is a specialization
map

spE WGB.E/ �!Gs.E/; N 7!N ˝R F;
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where Gs.E/ is the set of the one-dimensional F -subspaces of E ˝R F . This
map is surjective. In terms of hyperplanes in projective bundles, spE assigns to a
hyperplaneH.N/�PB.E/ over B , a hyperplaneHs.N / WDH.N/˝RF �Ps.E/

over s. We quote here the following fact proved in [JSa, Th. 1].

THEOREM 4.1. Let X 2 Ob.QSP / with dim.X/� 2. Then there exist a free
R-module E of finite rank, an embedding X ,!PB.E/ and an invertible R-module
N 2 GB.E/ such that X �H.N/ WD X �PB.E/H.N/ lies in QSP and such that
.X;X �H.N// is a QSP -pair.

In this paper, we need the following stronger result, which was obtained also
in a joint work of Uwe Jannsen and the first author:

THEOREM 4.2 (Jannsen-Saito). Let X 2 Ob.QSP / with dim.X/D d C 1� 2.
Let Y1; : : : ; Yr be the irreducible components of Y WD Xs;red, which are smooth
of dimension d over F . For integers 1 � a � d and 1 � ii < � � � < ia � r , we
put Yi1;:::;ia WD Yi1 \ � � � \ Yia : Let W � X be a closed subscheme satisfying the
following three conditionsW

(i) W is the disjoint union of integral regular schemes W1; : : : ; Wm.

(ii) For integers 1� a � d , 1� ii < � � �< ia � r and 1� � �m, if W� 6� Yi1;:::;ia ,
then W� �X Yi1;:::;ia is empty or regular of dimension < 1

2
dim.Yi1;:::;ia/.

(iii) For integers 1� a � d , 1� ii < � � �< ia � r and 1� � �m, if W� � Yi1;:::;ia ,
then dim.W�/ < 1

2
dim.Yi1;:::;ia/.

Then there exist a free R-module E of finite rank, an embedding X ,! PB.E/ and
an invertible R-module N 2GB.E/ satisfying the conditions:

(1) X �H.N/ WDX �PB.E/H.N/ lies in QSP and .X;X �H.N// is a QSP -pair.

(2) H.N/ contains W .

Remark 4.3. (1) In the original form of Theorem 4.1, it is assumed that F is
infinite. This assumption is removed by virtue of a theorem of Poonen [Poo04,
Th. 1.1]. By the same token, another theorem due to him [Poo08, Th. 1.1],
enables us to show Theorem 4.2 in the case that F is finite (cf. Theorem 4.7
below).

(2) Theorem 4.2 will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.16 in Section 8
below. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 1.16 for the case that F is finite, a
standard norm argument enables one to use Theorem 4.2 just in the case that
the residue field F is infinite.

(3) PutHs.N /WDH.N/˝RF�Ps.E/. Theorem 4.2 (i) implies thatHs.N /�Ps.E/

Yi1;:::;ia is regular for any 1 � ii < � � � < ia � m and that it is empty if
dim.Yi1;:::;ia/D 0. We also note that Hs.N /�Ps.E/ Yi1;:::;ia is not empty if
dim.Yi1;:::;ia/� 1, because it is a hyperplane section of Yi1;:::;ia � Ps.E/.
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For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need the following fact proved in [JSa,
Lemma 1].

LEMMA 4.4. LetX 2Ob.QSP / be endowed with an embeddingX ,!PB.E/.
Let H ,! PB.E/ be a hyperplane. Assume that Hs WDH ˝R F and Yi1;:::;ia for
any i1; : : : ; ia intersect transversally on Ps.E/. Then X �H .DX �PB.E/H/ lies
in QSP and .X;X �H/ is a QSP -pair.

Theorem 4.1 is a rather immediate consequence of this lemma (cf. loc. cit. �1).
We deduce Theorem 4.2 from Lemma 4.4 by a refined argument.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let W f �W (resp. W nf ) be the (disjoint) union of
those W�’s which are not contained (resp. contained) in Y . By the projectivity
assumption on X , take a free R-module E0 of finite rank and an embedding i W
X ,! PB.E0/. Put OX .n/ D i

�OPB.E0/.n/ for an integer n � 1. By the Serre
vanishing theorem (e.g. [Har77, III, Th. 5.2]),

H 1.X;OX .n//DH
1.X;OX .n/˝ IX .W

f //D 0

for a sufficiently large n > 0, where IX .W f /� OX is the ideal sheaf for W f �X .
We fix such n in what follows. The R-modules

En WDH
0.X;OX .n//� zEn WDH

0.X;OX .n/˝OX IX .W
f //

are free of finite rank and

En˝RF DH
0.Xs;OXs .n// and zEn˝RF DH

0.Xs;OXs .n/˝OX IXs .W
f
s //:

Here we have used the flatness of W f over B . The last flatness also implies that
IXs .W

f
s /D IX .W

f /˝OX OXs , so that there is a short exact sequence

0! OX .n/˝OX IX .W
f /
��
��! OX .n/˝OX IX .W

f /

! OXs .n/˝OXs IXs .W
f
s /! 0;

where � denotes a prime element of R. By this short exact sequence, the quotient
En= zEn is free, and moreover, for an invertible R-submodule N � zEn with zEn=N
free, the quotient En=N is again free. Thus we obtain a commutative diagram

GB. zEn/
�
,! GB.En/

sp zEn

??y ??yspEn

Gs. zEn/
�
,! Gs.En/:

The images �.GB. zEn// and �.Gs. zEn// are identified with the sets

ˆ WDfN 2GB.En/jW
f
�H.N/g and ˆs WDfM 2Gs.En/jW

f
s �Hs.M/g;

respectively. HereH.N/ denotes the hyperplane PB.E=N/ ,!PB.E/ andHs.M/

� Ps.En/ is the hyperplane corresponding to .En˝R F /=M . We have used the
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embedding X ,! PB.En/ associated to OX .n/. Consider the set

ˆs;red WD fM 2Gs.En/jW
f
s;red DW

f
\Xs;red �Hs.M/g

D fM 2Gs.En/jW
f
\Yi1;:::;ia �Hs.M/ for any i1; : : : ; iag:

By definition we have ˆs �ˆs;red. We show the following:

LEMMA 4.5. Put

F WD Ker
�
IXs .Xs;red/! IXs .Xs;red/ �OW f

s

�
' IXs .Xs;red/˝ IXs .W

f
s /;

where the tensor products of sheaves are taken over OXs . Replacing n with a
sufficiently larger one if necessary, assume that H 1.Xs;OXs .n/˝F/ D 0. Then
for a given M 2ˆs;red, there exists an M 0 2ˆs such that

Hs.M/\Xs;red DHs.M
0/\Xs;red � Ps.En/:

Proof of Lemma 4.5. By definition we have

(4.6) ˆs D
�
Ker.�/�f0g

�
=F �; ˆs;red D

�
Ker.��/�f0g

�
=F �;

where � and � are as follows:

H 0.Xs;OXs .n//
�
�!H 0

�
Xs;OXs .n/˝O

W
f
s

�
�
�!H 0

�
Xs;OXs .n/˝O

W
f
s;red

�
:

The assumption of the claim implies that the map

H 0
�
Xs;OXs .n/˝IXs .Xs;red/

�
!H 0

�
Xs;OXs .n/˝

�
IXs .Xs;red/�OW f

s

��
DKer.�/

is surjective. Hence we have

Ker.��/D Ker.�/CH 0
�
Xs;OXs .n/˝ IXs .Xs;red/

�
:

In view of (4.6), this equality implies the desired assertion. �

We turn to the proof of Theorem 4.2. Put

ˆs;red �‰ WD fM 2Gs.En/jW
nf
[W

f
s;red �Hs.M/g

D fM 2Gs.En/jW \Yi1;:::;ia �Hs.M/ for any i1; : : : ; iag

and let‰reg�‰ be the subset of suchM thatHs.M/ and Yi1;:::;ia intersect transver-
sally on Ps.En/ for any i1; : : : ; ia. We use here the following fact, which is due
to Altman-Kleiman ([KA79, Th. 7]) if F is infinite, and due to Poonen ([Poo04,
Th. 1.1], [Poo08, Th. 1.1]) if F is finite.

THEOREM 4.7 (Altman-Kleiman/Poonen). Let Y be a smooth projective scheme
over F and let Z � Y be a smooth closed subscheme. Assume dim.Z/ < 1

2
dim.Y /.

Then for any integer n� 0 large enough, there exists a smooth hypersurface section
H �X of degree n containing Z.
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By this theorem and the assumptions of Theorem 4.2, we may suppose that
‰reg is nonempty, replacing n again with a sufficiently larger one if necessarily.
By the surjectivity of sp zEn and by Lemma 4.5, there exists an N 2ˆ�GB.En/
satisfying spEn.N / 2 ‰reg. Now Theorem 4.2 follows from Lemma 4.4 for the
embedding X ,!GB.En/. �

5. Surjectivity of the cycle map

Let the notation be as in Section 1. In this section, we prove the following:

THEOREM 5.1. Assume that R is henselian and that F is finite or separably
closed. Let X be a scheme over Spec.R/ which belongs to QSP . Then the cycle
map defined in (1.12)

�X W CH1.X/˝�!H2.X;�/

is surjective for both �D�n and �1.

Proof. It suffices to prove the case that �D�n. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that X is integral. The case dim.X/D 1 follows from the definition
of �X . We prove the case dim.X/ D 2. Since dim.X/ D 2, the niveau spectral
sequence (2.2) gives rise to an exact sequence

0 �! CH1.X/=`n
�X
�!H2.X;�n/ �!KH2.X;�n/ �! 0:

We will prove the following:

LEMMA 5.2. If dim.X/D 2, then KH2.X;�n/ is canonically isomorphic to
Br.X/Œ`n�, where for a scheme Z, Br.Z/ denotes the Grothendieck-Brauer group
H 2.Z;Gm/.

Since R is henselian and F is finite or separably closed, Br.X/f`g D 0 by
[CTOP02, Cors. 1.10 (b) and 1.11 (b)], which is a consequence the base-change the-
orem for Brauer groups of relative curves; see [Gro68, III, Th. 3.1] and [CTOP02,
Th. 1.7 (c)]. Hence Theorem 5.1 for the case dim.X/D 2 follows from this lemma.

Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let y be the generic point of X . Since dim.X/D 2, we
have

KH2.X;�n/D Ker
�
d12;0 WH

2.y;�n.1//!
M

x2X1
H 1.x;�n/

�
D

\
x2X1

Ker
�
dx WH

2.y;�n.1//!H 1.x;�n/
�

D

\
x2X1

Br.OX;x/Œ`n�D Br.X/Œ`n�;

where d12;0 denotes the differential map of the niveau spectral sequence (2.2), and
dx (x 2 X1) denotes the x-factor of d12;0. The last equality follows from the
assumption that X is regular of dimension 2 and theorems of Auslander-Goldman
and Grothendieck [Gro68, II, Prop. 2.3, Cor. 2.2]. We show the third equality. Fix
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a point x 2X1, and put Z WD Spec.OX;x/. By Lemma 1.8 (2), dx is identified with
the arrow ı2 in the localization exact sequence of étale cohomology groups

H 1.y;�n.1//
ı1

!H 2
x .Z;�n.1//!H 2.Z;�n.1//

!H 2.y;�n.1//
ı2

!H 3
x .Z;�n.1//;

where H 1.y;�n.1//' �.y/
�=`n by Hilbert’s theorem 90, and H 2

x .Z;�n.1//'

�n by [SGA1
2

, Cycle Prop. 2.1.4]. By [JSS, Th. 1.1.1], ı1 agrees with the negative
of the divisor map �.y/�=`n!�n. Because OX;x is a principal ideal domain, ı1

is surjective and we have H 2.Z;�n.1//D Ker.ı2/. On the other hand, the short

exact sequence 0! �n.1/! Gm
�`n

! Gm! 0 on ZKet gives rise to a short exact
sequence

0 �! Pic.OX;x/=`n �!H 2.Z;�n.1// �! Br.OX;x/Œ`n� �! 0;

and Pic.OX;x/ is zero because OX;x is local. Thus we have Ker.dx/D Ker.ı2/D
H 2.Z;�n.1//D Br.OX;x/Œ`n�, which completes the proof of the lemma. �

Finally we prove the case that dim.X/ � 3 by induction on dim.X/. By
Theorem 4.2 we take an ample divisor Y �X such that .X; Y / is an ample QSP -
pair, and put U WDX �Y . By Proposition 1.13 (2), there is a commutative diagram
whose lower row is exact:

CH1.Y /=`n ����! CH1.X/=`n

�Y

??y �X

??y
H2.Y;�n/ ����! H2.X;�n/ ����! H2.U;�n/:

By the induction hypothesis, �Y is surjective. Since R is henselian, we have
H2.U;�n/ D 0 by Theorem 3.2, which implies the surjectivity of �X . Thus we
obtain Theorem 5.1. �

THEOREM 5.3. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.1. Let � denote �n
if F is separably closed and �1 if F is finite. Then KH2.X;�/D 0.

Proof. The niveau spectral sequence (2.2) and Lemma 2.6 yield isomorphisms

KH2.X;�/DE
2
2;0.X/DE

1
2;0.X/D Coker

�
�X W CH1.X/˝�!H2.X;�/

�
:

Hence Theorem 5.3 follows from Theorem 5.1. �

6. The blow-up formula

Let the notation be as in Section 1. We prove here some lemmas which explain
how homology groups behave under blow-ups at closed points. The goal of this
section is to prove Lemma 6.4 below, which will be used in the proof of Theorem
1.16. We do not assume R is henselian in this section. The residue field F of R is
arbitrary in the following lemma.
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LEMMA 6.1. Let X 2 Ob.C/ be regular of dimension d C 1. Fix a closed
point x on Xs and let � W zX ! X be the blow-up of X at x and let � W E ,! zX be
the exceptional divisor. For any integer q there is a split short exact sequence

0 �! zHq.E;�/
��
�!Hq. zX;�/

��
�!Hq.X;�/ �! 0:

Here zHq.E;�/ is defined as

zHq.E;�/ WD Ker.�� WHq.E;�/ �!Hq.x;�//;

which agrees with Hq.E;�/ for q � 1 because Hq.x;�/ is zero for q � 1 (see
Remark 1.7 or (1.9)).

Proof. By Proposition 1.5 (3), there is a commutative diagram with exact rows

� � � �! Hq.E;�/ �! Hq. zX;�/ �! Hq. zX �E;�/ �! Hq�1.E;�/ �! � � �??y ��

??y  ??y
� � � �! Hq.x;�/ �! Hq.X;�/ �! Hq.X � x;�/ �! Hq�1.x;�/ �! � � � :

It is enough to show that �� W Hq. zX;�n/! Hq.X;�n/ is split surjective. We
define the map �� WHq.X;�n/!Hq. zX;�n/ as follows:

�� WHq.X;�n/
.1:9/
' H 2dC2�q.X;�n.d//

��

�!H 2dC2�q. zX;�n.d//
.1:9/
' Hq. zX;�n/:

We show ���
� D 1 as endomorphisms on Hq.X;�/. By Lemma 1.8 (1), �� is

identified with the push-forward map of étale cohomology groups. By the projec-
tion formula, i.e., the commutative diagram of cup-product pairings (cf. Proof of
[Mil80, VI, Cor. 6.4 (a)])

H 0. zX;�n/ � H
2dC2�q. zX;�n.d//

[
����! H 2dC2�q. zX;�n.d//

��

??y ��

x?? ��

??y
H 0.X;�n/ � H

2dC2�q.X;�n.d//
[

����! H 2dC2�q.X;�n.d//;

we have only to check the left vertical �� maps 1-to-1, which follows from the fact
that � is an isomorphism outside of E. Thus we obtain the lemma. �

Let � W zX!X and � WE ,! zX be as in Lemma 6.1. Let W � zX be an integral
closed subscheme of dimension one. For �D�n, let

�hW i �H2. zX;�/

be the subgroup generated by �X .W / 2H2. zX;�/. For �D�1, we put

�hW i WD lim
�!
n2N

�nhW i �H2. zX;�1/:
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See Remark 1.14 for the compatibility of cycle class maps with respect to the
multiplication by ` from �n to �nC1. Recall that E ' Pdx . For an integral closed
subscheme W �E of dimension one, we define degE=x.W / 2 Z to be the degree
over x (cf. [Ful98, Def. 1.4]) of the intersection of W and a hyperplane H � E
with W 6�H . Under these settings, we prove:

COROLLARY 6.2. Assume cd`.F /� 1 (e.g., F is finite or separably closed ).
Let W � E be a closed integral subscheme of dimension one, and assume either
that �D�1 or that degE=x.W / is prime to `. Then

Ker
�
�� WH2. zX;�/!H2.X;�/

�
D�hW i:

Proof. Lemma 6.1 yields an exact sequence

0 �!H2.E;�/
��
�!H2. zX;�/

��
�!H2.X;�/ �! 0:

Since E ' Pdx , CH1.E/ is generated by a line L�E and we have

degE=x W CH1.E/
'
�! Z:

We show that the map �E W CH1.E/˝�! H2.E;�/ is bijective. Indeed, we
have

H2.E;�n/ '
.1:9/

H 2d�2.E;�n.d � 1// '
cd`.F /�1

�n

andH2.E;�n/ is generated by �E .L/, which implies the bijectivity of �E for both
�D �n and �1. Corollary 6.2 follows easily from these facts and Proposition
1.13 (1) for E ,! zX . �

Setting 6.3. We consider the following situation:

X DX .0/
�1
 ���� X .1/

�2
 ���� X .2/

�3
 ���� � � �

�N
 ���� X .N/ D zX:

Here X 2Ob.C/ is regular of dimension dC1, and �i WX .i/!X .i�1/ (1� i �N )
is the blow-up at a single closed point xi�1 on .X .i�1//s . Let � W zX !X be the
composite of the above maps. Let Ei �X .i/ be the exceptional divisor of �i and
let zEi � zX be its strict transform (cf. Appendix A below for the definition). Note
that Ei 'Pdxi�1 . Let �i W zEi !Ei be the natural map. We have the following facts
(see Proposition A.4 below for (1)–(3)):

(1) zE1; : : : ;eEN are regular irreducible components of zXs;red.
(2) The reduced divisor

SN
iD1

zEi on zX has simple normal crossings.
(3) If X 2 Ob.QS/, then zX 2 Ob.QS/.
(4) For 1� i �N , there exists a unique finite set Si of closed points on Ei such

that
zSi WD �

�1
i .Si /D zEi \

�[
1�j�N; j¤i

zEj
�

and such that zEi � zSi 'Ei �Si via �i . Note that Si may be empty.

These facts and the following lemma will be used later in Section 8 below.
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LEMMA 6.4. Assume cd`.F / � 1. For 1 � i � N , let Wi � zEi be a closed
integral subscheme of dimension one such that Wi 6� zSi . Assume either that �D
�1 or that degEi=xi�1.�i .Wi // is prime to ` for all 1� i �N . Then we have

Ker
�
�� WH2. zX;�/!H2.X;�/

�
D

X
1�i�N

�hWi i:

Proof. Let p be the projection zX ! X .1/. Since �.Wi / is a closed point of
Xs , the right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side by Proposition 1.13 (1).
There is an exact sequence

0�!Ker
�
p� WH2. zX;�/!H2.X

.1/; �/
�
�!Ker

�
�� WH2. zX;�/!H2.X;�/

�
p�
�! Ker

�
�1� WH2.X

.1/; �/!H2.X;�/
�
:

By induction on N , we may suppose that the first term is equal to
P
2�i�N �hWi i.

The last group is equal to�
˝
p�W1

˛
by Corollary 6.2, which agrees with p�

�
�hW1i

�
by Proposition 1.13 (1) for the proper map p W zX!X .1/. Lemma 6.4 follows easily
from this fact. �

7. A moving lemma

Let the notation be as in Section 1. The discrete valuation ring R is not
necessarily henselian, and the residue field F of R is arbitrary. In this section we
prove the following moving lemma for cycles on X 2 Ob.C/, which will be used
in the proof of Theorem 1.16.

PROPOSITION 7.1. Let X be an integral regular scheme which belongs to
Ob.C/. Let Y �X be a proper closed subscheme, and put U WDX �Y . Then for
q � 0, the natural map

L
x2Xq\U

Z! CHq.X/ is surjective.

A slight modification of the following argument will show that the assertion
of Proposition 7.1 is valid even if the base scheme B is the spectrum of a Dedekind
ring. Since this generalization is not used in this paper, we do not pursue it here.

For the proof of the proposition, we need the following lemmas.

LEMMA 7.2. Let X be an integral regular scheme and let Y �X be a proper
closed subscheme with U DX�Y . Let y be a point on Y , and put c WD codimX .y/.
Then there exists an integral closed subscheme Z �X of codimension c � 1 satis-
fying the conditions .1/ Z \U 6D∅, .2/ y 2Z, .3/ Z is regular at y.

LEMMA 7.3. Let Z be a quasi-projective scheme over B and assume given
a finite number of points z1; : : : ; zr on Z. Then there exist a dense open subset
V � Z and a dense open immersion V ,! U such that V contains all z1; : : : ; zr
and such that U is affine.

We first prove Proposition 7.1 admitting these lemmas. Take an arbitrary
y 2 Yq . Let Z � X be as in Lemma 7.2. Then dim.Z \ Y / � q and Zq \ Y
is finite. Let � W zZ ! Z be the normalization of Z. The assumption that X
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is quasi-projective over B implies that zZ is quasi-projective over B , and hence
by Lemma 7.3, there exists an open subset V � zZ and a dense open immersion
V ,! U D Spec.A/ such that V contains ��1.Zq \ Y /. Let A0 be the semi-
localization of A at the ideals corresponding to ��1.Zq \Y /� U . It is a regular
semi-local domain of dimension one, and hence a principal ideal domain. Since Z
is regular at y, there is a unique point Qy 2 zZ lying over y. Suppose f 2 A0 defines
the principal divisor Qy on Spec.A0/, which we regard as a rational function on zZ.
Then the divisor div zZ.f / on zZ has the form

div zZ.f /D Œ Qy�C
NX
iD1

mi Œxi �

for some points xi 2 zZq n
�
f Qyg [ ��1.Zq \ Y /

�
and some integers mi for 1 �

i � N . Applying �� to both sides, we get the following formula for the divisor
divZ.f /D ��div zZ.f / on Z:

divZ.f /D Œy�C
NX
iD1

m0i Œx
0
i � for some integers m01; : : : ; m

0
N ;

where x0i D �.xi / 2Zq n
�
fyg[ .Zq \Y /

�
. This proves the desired assertion. �

Proof of Lemma 7.2. We have only to show the case that Y is a divisor on X ,
and we may replace X with Spec.OX;y/. Suppose that Y is defined by a nonzero
element � 2 OX;y on X D Spec.OX;y/. It suffices to show the following:

SUBLEMMA 7.4. Let .A;m/ be a regular local ring of dimension c � 1 and let
� 2 m be a nonzero element. Then there exists a regular system of parameters
fa1; : : : ; ac�1; acg ofA for which � does not belong to the ideal .a1; : : : ; ac�1/�A.

We prove this sublemma by induction on c � 1. The case c D 1 is clear.
Suppose c � 2. Because A is a unique factorization domain and m=.m2C .�// is
nonzero by the assumption c � 2, one can find a prime element a1 which does not
divide � and does not belong to m2. Then A0 WD A=.a1/ is a regular local ring of
dimension c�1 such that the residue class � 2A0 of � is nonzero. By the induction
hypothesis, there is a regular system of parameters fb2; : : : ; bc�1; bcg of A0 such
that � 62 .b2; : : : ; bc�1/. Taking lifts a2; : : : ; ac�1; ac 2 A of b2; : : : ; bc�1; bc ,
we get a regular system of parameters fa1; : : : ; ac�1; acg of A such that � 62
.a1; : : : ; ac�1/. Thus we obtain the sublemma and Lemma 7.2. �

Proof of Lemma 7.3. By assumption there is a locally closed immersion
i WZ ,!PNB , where PNB denotes the projective space Proj.RŒT0; : : : ; TN �/ overBD
Spec.R/. Replacing Z by the closure of i.Z/ in PNB , we may assume Z is a closed
subscheme of PNB . Then, for any affine open subscheme U � PNB , U \Z is affine,
and hence we may assume X DPNB . If an open subset U �PNB contains a point in
the closure of zi 2 PNB , then it should contain zi as well. Therefore we may
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assume that z1; : : : ; zr are closed points of PNs DPNB �B sD Proj.F ŒT0; : : : ; TN �/.
Let mi � A WD F ŒT0; : : : ; TN � be the homogeneous ideal corresponding to zi for
1� i � r . We will prove the following sublemma:

SUBLEMMA 7.5. There exists a nonzero homogeneous polynomial f 2 A
which is not contained in any of m1; : : : ;mr , or equivalently, for which the hyper-
surface Hf � PNs defined by f does not contain any of z1; : : : ; zr .

We first finish the proof of Lemma 7.3 admitting this sublemma. Let f 0 2
RŒT0; : : : ; TN � be a homogeneous element with f 0mod .�/D f , where f is taken
as in the claim. Then the open subset U D ff 0 6D 0g � PNB is affine and contains
all z1; : : : ; zr .

Proof of Sublemma 7.5. We first assume that F is infinite. Then the assertion
follows from the following fact: In the dual projective space .PNs /

_ (i.e. the Grass-
mannian of hyperplanes in PNs ), the locus Si of those hypersurfaces that contain zi
is a proper closed subset, and hence .PNs /

_�.
S
1�i�r Si / is dense open in .PNs /

_.
We next prove the case that F is finite. By the previous case, there exists a finite Ga-
lois extension F 0=F and a linear formLD

P
0�j�N ajTj 2A˝F F

0 such thatL 62S
1�i�r mi˝F F

0. It is easy to see that for any � 2Gal.F 0=F / and any i with 1�
i � r , the linear form L� D

P
0�j�N a�j Tj does not belong to mi ˝F F

0. Hence
the homogeneous polynomial f WD

Q
�2Gal.F 0=F / L

� 2A satisfies the condition in
Sublemma 7.5. Thus we obtain the sublemma, Lemma 7.3 and Proposition 7.1. �

8. Proof of the main theorem

In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.16, which consists of three
steps. Assume that R is excellent and henselian and that F is finite or separably
closed. We first introduce the following construction, which will be useful later:

Construction 8.1. Let X be an object of QSP , and suppose we are given
integral closed subschemes C1; : : : ; Cm �X of dimension one such that Cj 6�Xs
for any 1 � j � m. Then by the resolution of singularities for embedded curves
(see Theorem A.1 in Appendix A below), there exists a sequence of blow-ups at
single closed points as in Setting 6.3

(8.2) X DX .0/
�1
 ���� X .1/

�2
 ���� X .2/

�3
 ���� � � �

�N
 ���� X .N/ D zX

such that the strict transforms zC1; : : : ; zCm � zX of C1; : : : ; Cm are disjoint and
satisfy the condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2. For each 1� i �N , let Ei �X .i/ be the
exceptional divisor of �i and let zEi � zX be its strict transform. Let �i W zEi !Ei
be the natural map. Note that zX belongs to Ob.QSP / by Setting 6.3 (3).

Step 1. The aim of this step is to prove the following important lemma:

LEMMA 8.3. �X W CH1.X/˝�1!H2.X;�1/ is injective for X 2 QSP

with dim.X/D 3.
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Proof. Take ˛ 2 CH1.X/˝�1 and assume �X .˛/D 0. By Proposition 7.1,
we have ˛ D

P
1�j�m ŒCj �˝�j .�j 2�1/ for some integral closed subschemes

C1; : : : ; Cm �X of dimension one such that Cj 6�Xs for any 1� j �m. Apply
Construction 8.1 to C1; : : : ; Cm, and let � W zX ! X be the composite of (8.2).
Applying Theorem 4.2 to zC WD zC1[ � � � [ zCm ,! zX , we obtain an ample divisor
� W Y ,! zX which contains zC and for which . zX; Y / is an ample QSP -pair. We
have

˛ D ����ˇ with ˇ WD
X

1�j�m

�
zCj
�
˝�j 2 CH1.Y /˝�1:

For each 1� i �N , let zEi � zX be as in Construction 8.1, and put Wi WD zEi \Y .
Each Wi is nonempty (cf. Remark 4.3 (3)), integral and regular of dimension one
by the assumption dim.X/D 3, and not contained in zEi 0 for any i 0 ¤ i by Setting
6.3 (1) and (2). Hence by Lemma 6.4 we have

(8.3) Ker
�
�� WH2. zX;�1/!H2.X;�1/

�
D

X
1�i�N

�1hWi i:

Now we consider the following diagram whose middle row is exact and whose
square is commutative (cf. Propositions 1.5 (2) and 1.13 (1)):

(8.4)

CH1.Y /˝�1
��
����! CH1. zX/˝�1??y�Y ??y� zX

H3. zX �Y;�1/ ����! H2.Y;�1/
��
����! H2. zX;�1/

(Theorem 3.2)

 ??y��
0 H2.X;�1/:

Let us recall the assumption that �X .˛/D 0. Since ����ˇD˛, we have �����Y .ˇ/
D�X .����ˇ/D�X .˛/D 0 by Proposition 1.13 (1) for the proper map �ı� WY !X .
Hence ���Y .ˇ/ belongs to Ker.��/, and there exist �1; � � � ; �N 2�1 for which
the 1-cycle

 WD
X

1�i�N

ŒWi �˝�i 2 CH1.Y /˝�1

satisfies ���Y ./ D � zX .��/ D ���Y .ˇ/, by (8.3) and the commutativity of the
square in (8.4). Then we have ˇD  , because ���Y is injective by Lemma 1.17 and
Theorem 3.2. Since �.Wi / is a closed point of X , we get ˛D ����ˇD ���� D 0,
and the proof of Lemma 8.3 is complete. �

Step 2. In this step we prove Theorem 1.16, assuming dim.X/D 3. We need
the following general lemmas:

LEMMA 8.7. For X 2 Ob.C/ of dimension � 3 and �D�n and �1, there
is an exact sequence

H3.X;�/ �!KH3.X;�/ �! CH1.X/˝�
�X
�!H2.X;�/:
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Proof. The assertion follows from the niveau spectral sequence (2.2) and
(1.11). �

LEMMA 8.8. For X 2 Ob.C/ of dimension � 3, we have KH3.X;�n/ D
KH3.X;�1/Œ`

n�.

Proof. Since dim.X/� 3, we have

KH3.X;�/D Ker
�
d13;0 W

M
x2X3

H 3.x;�.2//!
M

x2X2
H 2.x;�.1//

�
for �D�n and �1, where d13;0 denotes the differential map E13;0!E12;0 of the
niveau spectral sequence (2.2). The assertion follows from the isomorphisms

H 3.x;�n.2//'H
3.x;�1.2//Œ`

n� and H 2.x;�n.1//'H
2.x;�1.1//Œ`

n�;

which are consequences of the divisibility of the groupsH 2.x;�1.2// (Merkur’ev-
Suslin [MS82]) and H 1.x;�1.1// (Hilbert’s theorem 90), respectively. �

We prove Theorem 1.16 assuming dim.X/D 3. By Theorem 5.1, it is enough
to prove the injectivity of �X WCH1.X/=`n!H2.X;�n/. By Lemmas 8.7 and 8.8,
the problem is reduced to showing KH3.X;�1/D 0. By Theorem 4.2, we take
an ample divisor Y �X for which .X; Y / is an ample QSP -pair. Put U WDX �Y .
Since dim.X/D 3, we have KH3.X;�1/ ,!KH3.U;�1/ by (2.3). We prove
KH3.U;�1/D 0. By Proposition 1.13 (2), there is a commutative diagram with
exact rows

CH1.Y /˝�1 ����! CH1.X/˝�1 ����! CH1.U /˝�1 ����! 0??y�Y ??y�X ??y�U
H2.Y;�1/ ����! H2.X;�1/ ����! H2.U;�1/:

By Lemma 8.3 and Theorem 5.1, �X is injective and �Y is surjective. Hence �U is
injective and CH1.U /˝�1 is zero, because H2.U;�1/ is zero by Theorem 3.2.
Finally H3.U;�1/ is zero by Theorem 3.2, and KH3.U;�1/ is zero as well by
Lemma 8.7. This completes Step 2. �

Step 3. We prove Theorem 1.16 by induction on dim.X/D d C 1 � 3. The
case d D 2 has been shown in Step 2. Assume d � 3. By Theorem 5.1, it
remains to prove the injectivity of �X W CH1.X/=`n ! H2.X;�n/. Take ˛ 2
CH1.X/=`n and assume �X .˛/D 0. We have to show ˛ D 0. By Proposition 7.1,
we have ˛ D

P
1�j�m ŒCj �˝�j .�j 2�n/ for some integral closed subschemes

C1; : : : ; Cm � X of dimension one such that Cj 6� Xs for any 1 � j � m. Ap-
ply Construction 8.1 to C1; : : : ; Cm, and let �i W zEi ! Ei (1 � i � N ) be as in
Construction 8.1. We need the following lemma, where F is arbitrary.

LEMMA 8.9. For each 1 � i � N , there is an integral regular closed sub-
scheme Wi � zEi of dimension one which satisfies the following three conditionsW

(1) �i .Wi / .�Ei / has dimension one and degree prime to ` in the sense of Lemma
6.4.
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(2) Wi \ zC is empty and Wi \ zEj is empty for any j ¤ i .

(3) Wi meets the strict transform of Xs;red .in zX/ only in its regular locus and
transversally.

Proof. Fix an i with 1� i �N . We first prove the case that F is infinite. Let
Si � Ei be the finite subset as in Setting 6.3 (4), which may be empty. Let C .i/

be the union of the strict transforms in X .i/ of Cj ’s with j D 1; : : : ; m. Note that
˙i WD C

.i/\Ei is finite, because Ei � .X .i//s and any irreducible component of
C .i/ is not contained in .X .i//s . Let Z1; : : : ; Zr be the irreducible components of
Xs;red whose strict transforms Z.i/1 ; : : : ; Z

.i/
r �X

.i/ meet Ei . For 1� �� r , put
H� WDZ

.i/

�
\Ei , which is a hyperplane on Ei . Since F is infinite by assumption,

there is a line li �Ei which does not meet Si [˙i and intersects H� transversally
for any 1� �� r . Then Wi WD ��1i .li /� zEi is the strict transform of li in zX and

we have �i jWi W Wi
'
�! li . One can easily check that Wi satisfies the conditions

(1)–(3) in the lemma by the choice of li �Ei .
We next prove the case that F is finite. Put Fi WD � .Ei ;OEi /, the constant

field of Ei . Fix a prime number `0 different from `, and let F 0i =Fi be the maximal
pro-`0 field extension. Since F 0i is infinite, there is a line li � Ei ˝Fi F

0
i which

satisfies the same conditions as in the previous case with .Si ; ˙i ;H�/ replaced by
.Si ˝Fi F

0
i ; ˙i ˝Fi F

0
i ;H�˝Fi F

0
i /. Let l 0i �Ei be the image of li . Then Wi WD

��1i .l 0i /�
zEi is the strict transform of l 0i in zX and we have �i jWi WWi

'
�! l 0i . The

degree of l 0i in the sense of Lemma 6.4 is a power of `0, which implies the condition
(1). The conditions (2) and (3) follow from the choice of li �Ei ˝Fi F

0
i . �

We turn to the proof of Theorem 1.16 and fix W1; : : : ; WN as in Lemma 8.9.
By the condition (1) in Lemma 8.9 and Lemma 6.4 we have

Ker
�
�� WH2. zX;�n/!H2.X;�n/

�
D

X
1�i�N

�nhWi i:

By the conditions (2) and (3) in Lemma 8.9 and Theorem 4.2, there exists an ample
divisor � W Y ,! zX which contains zC and

SN
iD1 Wi and for which . zX; Y / is an

ample QSP -pair. Here we have used the assumption d � 3 to ensure that dim.Wi /<
1
2

dim
�
zEi
�

(cf. condition (iii) in Theorem 4.2). By the induction hypothesis, �Y W
CH1.Y /=`n!H2.Y;�n/ is injective. Since d � 3, we have H3. zX �Y;�n/D 0
by Theorem 3.2. Therefore we see that ˛ D 0 by the same arguments as in Step 1
using the diagram (8.4) with �1 replaced by �n. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.16. �

9. Applications of the main theorem

In this section we prove Corollaries 0.9 – 0.11 and Theorems 0.3 and 2.13.
Throughout this section, ` denotes a prime number prime to p WD ch.F /. For a
scheme X 2 Ob.QS/ and an effective Cartier divisor Y on X which belongs to
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Ob.C/, we define the pull-back homomorphism

i� W CHq.X/ �! CHq�1.Y / .i W Y ,!X/

by the same arguments as in [Ful98, �2.3 and Prop. 2.6 (a)]. This map sends an
integral closed subscheme f WZ ,!X of dimension q with Z 6� Y to the Cartier
divisor f �Y on Z, regarded as a .q� 1/-cycle class on Y . If, further, X belongs
to Ob.QSP / and Y is over s D Spec.F /, then we define the intersection number
h˛; Y i for ˛ 2 CH1.X/ to be the value of ˛ under the composite map

CH1.X/
i�

�! CH0.Y /
degs
�! Z;

where the last arrow is the degree map over s (loc. cit. Def. 1.4). Note that the
degree map is well-defined by the properness of Y . We first show

PROPOSITION 9.1. Let X be an object of QSP , and let C �X be an integral
closed subscheme of dimension one which is flat over B . Let x be the closed point
of C . Let Y be an irreducible component of Xs;red which contains x, and let i be the
closed immersion Y ,! X . Put d WD dim.X/� 1. Let clX .�/ 2H 2d .X;�n.d//

and clY .�/ 2 H 2d .Y;�n.d// be the cycle class of 1-cycles on X and 0-cycles
on Y , respectively ([Fuj02, Def. 1.1.2; see also loc. cit. Cor. 1.1.5)]. Then:

(1) We have i�clX .C /D clY .i�C/ in H 2d .Y;�n.d//.

(2) hC; Y i is divisible by degs.x/ and we have

i�clX .C /D
hC; Y i

degs.x/
� clY .x/ in H 2d .Y;�n.d//:

Proof. Put " WD C �X Y , which is the spectrum of an artinian local ring A and
represents the 0-cycle i�C on Y . We have hC; Y iD lengthA.A/�degs.x/ by the def-
inition of the intersection number h�; Y i. We have i�clX .C /D clY ."/ by [Fuj02,
Prop. 1.1.9], and clY ."/D lengthA.A/ �clY .x/ by [SGA1

2
, Cycle Th. 2.3.8 (i)]. The

assertions follow from these facts. �

We prove Corollaries 0.9 – 0.11.

COROLLARY 9.2 (Corollary 0.9). Assume that F is separably closed. Let X
be an object of QSP , and let Y1; : : : ; YN be the irreducible components of Xs;red.
Then the assignment ˛ 2 CH1.X/ 7! h˛; Yj i1�j�N 2 ZN induces an isomorphism

CH1.X/=`n
'
�!

M
1�j�N

Z=`nZ for any n� 1:

Proof. Put d WD dim.X/� 1. We note the following isomorphisms analogous
to (2.10):
(9.3)

H2.X;�n/
.1:9/
' H 2d .X;�n.d//

'
�!

M
1�j�N

H 2d .Yj ; �n.d//
'
�!

M
1�j�N

�n;
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where the second arrow is bijective by a similar argument as for Lemma 2.15 (2).
The last arrow is the direct sum of the trace maps for Yj ! s ([SGA4, XVIII,
Th. 2.9]), which is bijective by [Mil80, VI, Lemma 11.3]. Hence the corollary
follows from Theorem 1.16, Proposition 7.1 and the following lemma:

LEMMA 9.4. Let C � X be an integral closed subscheme of dimension one
which is flat over B . Then the composite map (9.3) sends the cycle class �X .C / to
hC; Yj i1�j�N .

Proof of Lemma 9.4 Let x be the closed point of C . By Lemma 1.8 (1), the
first isomorphism in (9.3) sends �X .C / to the cycle class clX .C /. By Proposition
9.1 (2), we have

i�j clX .C /D
hC; Yj i

degs.x/
� clYj .x/ in H 2d .Yj ; �n.d//

for 1� j �N . Here ij denotes the closed immersion Yj ,!X , and clYj .x/ means
zero if x 62 Yj . The assertion of the lemma follows from this formula. Indeed if
x 2 Yj , then the trace map H 2d .Yj ; �n.d// ! �n sends clYj .x/ to degs.x/
by [SGA1

2
, Cycle Th. 2.3.8 (i)]. This completes the proofs of Lemma 9.4 and

Corollary 9.2. �
COROLLARY 9.5 (Corollary 0.10). Assume that X is smooth and projective

over B and that F is finite or separably closed. Then for any n� 1,

sCH0.Xs/=`n
'
 ����
i�

CH1.X/=`n
'
����!
j�

CH0.X�/=`n .Xs
i
,! X

j
 - X�/:

Here CH0.X�/ denotes the Chow group of 0-cycles on X� in the usual sense (cf.
Remark 1.3).

Proof. By Lemma 7.2 and Proposition 9.1 (1), there is a commutative diagram

CH1.X/=`n
clX
����! H 2d .X;�n.d//

i�

??y ??yi�
CH0.Xs/=`n

clXs
����! H 2d .Xs; �n.d//:

where clX and clXs send cycles to their cycle classes. See [JSS, Th. 1.1.1] for
why these assignments factor through the Chow groups. The right vertical i� is
bijective by [SGA4, XII Cor. 5.5 (iii)], and clX is bijective by Theorem 1.16 and
Lemma 1.8. The arrow clXs is obviously bijective if F is separably closed. If F is
finite, then clXs is bijective by the unramified class field theory for the smooth and
projective F -variety Xs ([KS83], [CTSS83, p. 792, Th. 5; see also p.793, Rem. 3]).
Hence the left vertical i� is bijective.

To show the bijectivity of j � in the corollary, we note the following exact
sequence, which follows from the same argument as for [Ful98, Prop. 1.8]:

CH1.Xs/=`n
i�
�! CH1.X/=`n

j�

�! CH0.X�/=`n �! 0:
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We show the map i� is zero. Because Xs is a principal divisor on X , the composite
map

CH1.Xs/=`n
i�
�! CH1.X/=`n

i�

�!
'

CH0.Xs/=`n

is zero by [Ful98, Prop. 2.6 (c)]. Hence the bijectivity of i� implies that i� is zero.
Thus we obtain Corollary 9.5. �

COROLLARY 9.6 (Corollary 0.11). Let .X; Y / be an ample QSP -pair with
dim.X/D d C 1� 2, and let i W Y ,!X be the natural closed immersion. Assume
that F is finite (resp. separably closed). Then for any n� 1, the push-forward map
i� W CH1.Y /=`n ! CH1.X/=`n is bijective for d � 3 and surjective for d D 2
(resp. bijective for d � 2 and surjective for d D 1).

Proof. Put � WD�n. By Propositions 1.5 (2) and 1.13 (2), there is a commu-
tative diagram with exact lower row

CH1.Y /=`n
i�
����! CH1.X/=`n

�Y

??y' �X

??y'
H3.U;�n/ ����! H2.Y;�n/

i�
����! H2.X;�n/ ����! H2.U;�n/;

where the vertical arrows are bijective by Theorem 1.16. Corollary 0.11 follows
from this diagram and the vanishing results in Theorem 3.2. �

Next we prove the following result:

THEOREM 9.7 (Theorem 0.3). Assume that R is a p-adic integer ring. Let X
be an object of QSP , and put V WDX�. ThenW

.1/ The group A0.V / b̋ Z` WD lim
 �n2N

A0.V /=`
n is finite for any prime ` 6D p

and is zero for almost all primes `.

.2/ Conjecture 0.2 holds true for V .

Proof. We first show (1). By Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 9.6, the problem is
reduced to the case dim.V /D 1. Let J be the Jacobian variety of V . Then A0.V /
is a subgroup of J.k/ of finite index, and the assertion follows from a theorem of
Mattuck [Mat55] and [JS03, Lemma 7.8].

The assertion (2) follows from (1) and loc. cit. Lemma 7.7 applied to

.A; fBngn2N;.n;p/D1; f'n W A=n! Bngn2N;.n;p/D1/

D .A0.V /; fA0.V /=ngn2N;.n;p/D1; fid W A0.V /=n! A0.V /=ngn2N;.n;p/D1/:

This completes the proof of Theorem 9.7. �

Finally we prove Theorem 2.13. The case a� 2 has been shown in Proposition
2.14 and Theorem 5.3. Let � denote �n if F is separably closed, and denote �1
if F is finite. Let X be an object of QSP . We have to show KH3.X;�/D 0. We
proceed to the proof by induction on dim.X/. The assertion is clear if dim.X/� 2.
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Assume dim.X/� 3. By Theorem 4.2 we take an ample divisor Y �X such that
.X; Y / is a QSP -pair, and put U WDX �Y . By the exact sequence of complexes
in (2.3), there is a long exact sequence

� � � �!KH3.Y;�/ �!KH3.X;�/ �!KH3.U;�/ �! � � � :

By the induction hypothesis, it is enough to show KH3.U;�/ is zero. By (1.11)
and Lemma 2.6, the niveau spectral sequence (2.2) yields an exact sequence

H3.U;�/ �!KH3.U;�/ �! CH1.U /˝�:

By Theorem 3.2 we have H3.U;�/D 0. By Corollary 9.6 and Proposition 1.13 (2),
we have CH1.U /˝�D 0. Hence KH3.U;�/ is zero. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2.13. �

Appendix A. Resolution of singularities for embedded curves
by Uwe Jannsen

The purpose of this appendix is to show the following form of resolution of
singularities for curves embedded in a regular scheme, which has been used in the
proof of Theorem 1.16 of the main body (cf. �8). We believe that it has been known
to experts but there is no written proof of it as far as we know.

For a noetherian scheme X and a closed subscheme Z �X , let

� W BlZ.X/D Proj
�M

n�0
InZ

�
�!X

denote the blow-up of X in Z, i.e., the blow-up of the ideal sheaf IZ � OX defining
Z, and let EZ.X/DZ�X BlZ.X/ denote the exceptional divisor. If i W Y ,!X is
another closed immersion, then the strict transform of Y in BlZ.X/ is by definition
BlZ�XY .Y /, the blow-up of the inverse image ideal sheaf i�1IZ �OY � OY . By
the universal property of blow-ups there is a canonical morphism BlZ�XY .Y /!
BlZ.X/, which is a closed immersion.

THEOREM A.1. Let X be a regular excellent scheme and let Y be a reduced
divisor with simple normal crossings on X (cf. Definition 1.15 (1)). Let W be a one-
dimensional reduced closed subscheme of X such that any irreducible component
of W is not contained in Y . Then there exists a proper morphism � W X 0 ! X

which satisfies the following conditionsW

(i) � is the composite of a sequence of blow-ups X 0 DX .n/! � � � !X .1/!X

at closed points on W and closed points on the strict transforms of W in X .i/

.1� i � n� 1/.

(ii) The closed subset ��1.Y / with reduced subscheme structure is a reduced
divisor with simple normal crossings.

(iii) The strict transform W 0 � X 0 of W is regular and intersects Y 0 transver-
sally, which means that W 0 intersects Y 0 only in the regular locus of Y 0 and
transversally.
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By Proposition A.4 (3) below, the condition (ii) in Theorem A.1 is a conse-
quence of the condition (i). The proof of the theorem is achieved in several steps.
The following statement should be well-known, but we include a proof for lack of
a suitable reference.

PROPOSITION A.2. Let X be a reduced excellent scheme of dimension one.
Then after a sequence of blow-ups X .n/ ! � � � ! X .1/ ! X at singular closed
points, the resulting scheme X .n/ is regular.

Proof. Since X is reduced and excellent, it has a regular dense open subset by
[EGAIV, 7.8.6 (iii)]. Because blow-ups are compatible with Zariski localization,
we may assume that X is an affine scheme Spec.R/. Let x be a singular closed
point of X , and let m � R be the maximal ideal that corresponds to x. Let � be
the blow-up of X at x:

� WX 0 WD Blx.X/D Proj.S/ �!X with S WD
M
n�0

mn:

We first show

LEMMA A.3. � is a finite morphism. In particular, X 0 is affine by [EGAII,
6.7.1].

Proof of Lemma A.3. Since � is projective, it is enough to show that � is
quasi-finite (cf. [Mil80, I, Th. 1.8]). Since � is an isomorphism over X n fxg, it
suffices to show that the fiber

��1.x/D Proj. xS/ with xS WD S ˝R R=mD
M
n�0

mn=mnC1

consists of a finite number of points. Let Rm be the local ring OX;x , and let mRm

be its maximal ideal. Put k WD R=m D Rm=mRm. There is an isomorphism of
finitely generated k-algebras

S '
M
n�0

.mRm/
n=.mRm/

nC1
DW gr�Rm:

Because Rm is one-dimensional by assumption, gr�Rm has dimension one as well
by the theory of noetherian local rings. Hence ��1.x/D Proj.gr�Rm/ has dimen-
sion zero by [Kun85, II, Prop. 4.4 (b)], and the lemma follows. �

We turn to the proof of Proposition A.2. Let X1, . . . , XN be the irreducible
components of X D Spec.R/. Since X is reduced, we may write Xi D Spec.Ri /
.1 � i � N ), where Ri is an integral domain of dimension one. Let zRi be the
normalization of Ri in its fraction field Ki . Put K WD K1 � � � � �KN and zR WD
zR1 � � � � � zRN . We want to show that after a sequence of blow-ups X .n/! � � � !
X .1/ D X 0 ! X at singular points, we get X .n/ D Spec. zR /. By Lemma A.3
we have X 0 D Spec.R1/ for some finite R-algebra R1. Since X is reduced by
assumption, R1 is reduced. Hence we have inclusions R � R1 � zR �K. As R
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is excellent, zR is finite over R by [EGAIV, 7.8.6 (ii)]. As dim.R/D 1, zR=R has
finite length over R (it is supported in the finitely many singular points of Spec.R/).
By [EGAII, 8.1.7], the ideal mR1 �R1 is invertible, while m�R is not invertible
because x is a singular point of Spec.R/ and mRm�Rm is not principal. Therefore
R1 ¤ R, and `R1. zR=R1/ � `R. zR=R1/ < `R. zR=R/, where `R.�/ denotes the
length over R. Hence we obtain Proposition A.2 by induction on `R. zR=R/. �

PROPOSITION A.4. Let X be an integral regular noetherian scheme of di-
mension d , and let Z � X be an integral regular closed subscheme with Z ¤ X .
ThenW

(1) BlZ.X/ is again integral and regular of dimension d , and the exceptional
divisor EZ.X/ is integral and regular.

(2) Let Y1; Y2 �X be regular closed subschemes containing Z. Assume that Y1
and Y2 intersect transversally. Then the canonical morphism

BlZ.Y1 �X Y2/ �! BlZ.Y1/�BlZ.X/ BlZ.Y2/

is an isomorphism.

(3) Let Y � X be a reduced divisor with simple normal crossings on X and let
Y1; : : : ; Yr be the irreducible components of Y . Assume that all Yi contain
Z. Then the union of EZ.X/ and the strict transforms of Yi in BlZ.X/ for
1� i � r is a reduced divisor with simple normal crossings on BlZ.X/.

Proof. We first show (1). Since X is integral and Z ¤X , BlZ.X/ is integral
of dimension d by [EGAII, 8.1.4]. Since X and Z are regular, BlZ.X/ is regular
by [EGAIV, 19.4.3 and 19.4.4]. It follows from loc. cit. 19.4.2, that EZ.X/ is
isomorphic to the projective bundle over Z associated to the conormal sheaf of Z
in X . Hence EZ.X/ is integral and regular. To prove Proposition A.4 (2), we need
the following standard fact (cf. [Ful98, Rem. A.6]).

LEMMA A.5. Let A be a commutative ring with unity, and let a1; : : : ; am 2 A
be a regular sequence. Put I WD .a1; : : : ; am/� A. Then there is an isomorphism
of graded A-algebras

AŒT1; : : : ; Tm�=.aiTj � ajTi j 1� i < j �m/
'
�!

M
n�0

In; Ti 7! ai 2 I:

We start the proof of Proposition A.4 (2). Since the problems are local in
the Zariski topology, we may assume that X D Spec.A/ for a noetherian regular
local ring A with maximal ideal m. Put d WD dim.A/. By the assumptions on
Y1; Y2 and Z, there is a regular system of parameters fa1; : : : ; ad g of A such that
Z D Spec.A=I / and Yi D Spec.A=Ii / (i D 1; 2), where

I D .a1; : : : ; am/; I1 D .a1; : : : ; a�/; I2 D .a�C1; : : : ; a�C�/
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with �C � �m WD codimX .Z/. By Lemma A.5, we have

BlZ.X/'Proj.B/; BlZ.Yi /'Proj.Bi / .iD1; 2/; BlZ.Y1�Y2/'Proj.B12/;

where B WD AŒT1; : : : ; Tm�=.aiTj � ajTi j 1� i < j �m/ and

B1 WD .A=I1/ŒT�C1; : : : ; Tm�=.aiTj � ajTi j�C 1� i < j �m/

D B=.T1; : : : ; T�; a1; : : : ; a�/;

B2 WD .A=I2/ŒT1; : : : ; T�; T�C�C1; : : : ; Tm�=.aiTj � ajTi j i; j 2 Œ1; ��[ Œ�C�C1;m�/

D B=.T�C1; : : : ; T�C� ; a�C1: : : : ; a�C�/;

B12 WD
�
A=.I1C I2/

�
ŒT�C�C1; : : : ; Tm�=.aiTj � ajTi j�C �C 1� i < j �m/

D B=.T1; : : : ; T�C� ; a1; : : : ; a�C�/:

The isomorphism in question is a direct consequence of these descriptions.
Finally we prove Proposition A.4 (3). By (1), the exceptional divisorEZ.X/�

BlZ.X/ and the strict transforms BlZ.Yi / of Yi (1� i � r) are regular divisors on
BlZ.X/. For p � 1 and 1� i1 < i2 < � � �< ip � s, let

Yi1;:::;ip D Yi1 �X � � � �X Yip

be the p-fold intersection of irreducible components of Y . Applying (2) repeatedly,
we have

BlZ.Yi1/�BlZ.X/ � � � �BlZ.X/ BlZ.Yip /' BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /;

where the scheme on the right-hand side is regular by (1). This shows that the
reduced divisor

Sr
iD1 BlZ.Yi / has simple normal crossings. As for the intersection

of BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip / and EZ.X/DZ �X BlZ.X/, we have

EZ.X/�BlZ.X/ BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /DZ�X BlZ.X/�BlZ.X/ BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /

DZ�X BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /DZ�Yi1;:::;ip BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /;

which is the exceptional divisor of the blow-up BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip /! Yi1;:::;ip and is
a regular divisor on BlZ.Yi1;:::;ip / by (1). This shows that EZ.X/ intersects all
Yi1;:::;ip ’s transversally. This completes the proof of Proposition A.4. �

PROPOSITION A.6. Let X be a regular noetherian scheme, let D be a union
of finitely many regular divisors on X , and let C �X be an integral regular closed
subscheme of dimension one. Assume that C is not contained in D. Let X .1/ be
the blow-up of X at the .closed / points of C \D. Let C .1/ be the strict transform
of C in X .1/, and let D.1/ be the union of the strict transform of D and the ex-
ceptional divisors of the blow-up X .1/!X . For n� 2, define .X .n/; C .n/;D.n//
inductively by applying this procedure to .X .n�1/; C .n�1/;D.n�1//. Then C .n/

intersects D.n/ only in the regular locus of D.n/ and transversally, for n large
enough.
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Proof. Because C \D is discrete and the question is local around the points
x 2 C \D, we may localize X to assume X D Spec.A/ for a noetherian regular
local ring A and that x corresponds to the maximal ideal m of A. Suppose thatA has
dimension d , and take a regular system of parameters fa1; : : : ; ad g of A for which
C D Spec. xA/ with xA WD A=.a1; : : : ; ad�1/. Let D1; : : : ;Ds be the irreducible
components of D. For 1 � i � s, we have Di D Spec

�
A=.fi /

�
for some fi 2 A.

The assumption that C is not contained in D implies that fi … .a1; : : : ; ad�1/ for
any i . We now fix i 2 Œ1; s�. By assumption, xAD A=.a1; : : : ; ad�1/ is a discrete
valuation ring with a prime element ad mod .a1; : : : ; ad�1/ 2 xA. We define an
integer rx.C;Di / as the (normalized) valuation of fi mod .a1; : : : ; ad�1/ 2 xA. It
depends only on the triple .C;Di ; x/ and not on the choice of a regular system of
parameters. We will prove

LEMMA A.7. Let � W zX D Blx.X/!X be the blow-up of X D Spec.A/ at x,
and let E � zX be the exceptional divisor. Let zC � zX .resp. zDi � zX/ be the strict
transform of C .resp. Di /. ThenW

(1) zC and E meet transversally.

(2) If rx.C;Di /D 1, then zC \ zDi is empty.

(3) If rx.C;Di /� 2, then ry. zC ; zDi / < rx.C;Di / for any point y 2 zC \ zDi .

These statements imply that for a sufficiently large n, the strict transform C .n/

of C in X .n/ meets only the exceptional divisor E.n/ of the last blow-up among
the irreducible components of the inverse image of D. Moreover, C .n/ intersects
E.n/ transversally. This implies Proposition A.6. It remains to prove the lemma.

Proof of Lemma A.7. We show (1). By Lemma A.5 we have

zX D Proj.B/ with B D AŒT1; : : : ; Td �=.aiTj � ajTi j 1� i < j � d/

zC D Proj.B 0/ with B 0 D xA ŒTd �;

where zC is of course isomorphic to C . Moreover, the closed immersion zC ,! zX is
induced by the ring homomorphism B!B 0 sending Ti 7! 0 for i ¤ d . This shows
that zC lies in the chart VC.Td /D fTd ¤ 0g � Proj.B/, which is the spectrum of
the ring

(A.8) AŒt1; : : : ; td�1�=.ad ti � ai j i D 1; : : : ; d � 1/ .ti D Ti=Td /

In this chart, E \ VC.Td / (resp. zC \ VC.Td /) is described as the locus where
ad D 0 (resp. t1 D � � � D td�1 D 0). This immediately implies Lemma A.7 (1).

To show Lemma A.7 (2) and (3), we need to compute the strict transform
zDi of Di . For simplicity we put D WD Di , f WD fi and r WD rx.C;D/. We

normalize the regular system fa1; : : : ; ad g as follows. We have f D u � ar
d
Cg for

some g 2 .a1; : : : ; ad�1/ and some u 2 A�. Replacing f by u�1f , we suppose
f D ar

d
Cg. We distinguish two cases. If r D 1, then D intersects C transversally.
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Replacing ad with f , we suppose
f D ad :

If r � 2, then we have f D ar
d
C a1g1C � � �C ad�1gd�1 for some gj 2 A. Note

that not all gj ’s are contained in m since f … m2 by regularity of D. If gk … m,
then gk is a unit and we replace ak with a1g1C� � �Cad�1gd�1. By renumbering,
if necessary, we suppose

f D ard C a1:

Because zC is contained in the affine chart VC.Td /� zX , we compute zD\VC.Td /.
Note that zD is an integral closed subscheme of ��1.D/ D D �X zX , and that
��1.D/\VC.Td / is defined by f , regarded as an element of the ring (A.8). When
rD 1, we assumed f Dad , which definesE on VC.Td /. Since zD 6�E, this implies
zD\VC.Td /D∅ and hence zD does not meet zC . This shows Lemma A.7 (2). Now

consider the case r � 2, where we assumed f D ar
d
C a1. In the ring (A.8), we

have a factorization
f D ad .a

r�1
d C t1/;

which implies that the divisor zD \ VC.Td / � VC.Td / is defined by ar�1
d
C t1.

Since zC is defined by the equations t1 D � � � D td�1 D 0, we see that zD meets
zC only at the point y 2 VC.Td / corresponding to the ideal .ad ; t1; : : : ; td�1/, and
that ry. zC ; zD/D r � 1. This shows Lemma A.7 (3), and the proof of Proposition
A.6 is complete. �

We deduce Theorem A.1 from Propositions A.2, A.4 and A.6. Let Y � X
and W � X be as in the theorem. Since X is excellent by assumption, Z is
excellent as well by [EGAIV, 7.8.6 (i)]. After a sequence of blow-ups X .n/ !
� � � !X .1/!X at singular points of W and singular points of the strict transform
W .i/ � X .i/ of W (1 � i � n� 1), the resulting strict transform W .n/ � X .n/ of
W is regular by Proposition A.2. The inverse image Y .n/ � X .n/ of Y endowed
with reduced subscheme structure remains a reduced divisor with simple normal
crossings by Proposition A.4. Finally applying Proposition A.6 to .X;D;C / D
.X .n/; Y .n/; W .n//, we obtain a desired proper morphism � WX 0!X . This com-
pletes the proof of Theorem A.1. �
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